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Abstract 
The motorcycle dynamics research group “MDRG” of the University of Padova is dedicated for 
researches in the field of motorcycles stability and handling. Such research require having a tire model 
for dynamic simulation since tires play a principal role in motorcycles dynamics. For this reason the 
“Mototiremeter” was built, it is a tire testing machine that reproduces the behavior of a tire on the 
road in order to study its characteristics and deduce the Pacejka coefficients that are later on 
implemented in a tire model. It allows simulations closer to reality in order to achieve a better stability 
and higher performance which helps increasing road safety. 
The first part of my dissertation was dedicated to the “Mototiremeter” machine which was 
operational but suffered from a poor control and data acquisition system. This resulted in loss of time 
and accuracy. Both, hardware and software were updated in order to facilitate testing and increase 
efficiency. 
The main work of the thesis revolves around the new tire machine. The project was still in the design 
phase therefore the proposed design solutions and construction methods are explained. This new 
design offers a lot of improvements over the previous one. The main advantage is the new 
implemented load cell that allows the measurement of all six components (Forces and moments) at 
the wheel with higher accuracy. 
After tire testing, the data are collected and processed by mean of a Matlab code. The program allows 
to plot the raw data (after down sampling and cancelling the curvature effect of the rotating disk) and 
perform the Pacejka fitting. The development of such code was also a part of the thesis. 
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Sommario 
Il gruppo di ricerca sulla dinamica del motociclo “MDRG” dell’università di Padova è dedicato per le 
ricerche nel campo della stabilità dei motocicli. Tale ricerche richiedono avere un modello del 
pneumatico per le simulazioni, poiché ha un ruolo principale nella dinamica dei motocicli. Per questo 
motivo la macchina ”Mototiremeter” è stata costruita, è una macchina di prova che riproduce il 
comportamento dei pneumatici sulla strada per studiare le caratteristiche e dedurre i coefficienti di 
Pacejka che sono implementati nel modello per simulazione. Concede simulazioni più vicine alla realtà 
per ottenere una migliore stabilità e aumentare la sicurezza stradale. 
La prima parte della mia dissertazione è stata dedicata alla macchina “Mototiremeter”. Era operativa 
ma aveva tanto problemi nel sistemo di controllo e dell’acquisizione dei dati. C’era una perdita di 
tempo nelle prove e anche una mancanza di precisione. Il hardware e software erano aggiornati per 
facilitare la procedura delle prove e aumentare l’efficienza. 
Il lavoro principale della tesi era sulla nuova macchina dei pneumatici. Il progetto era ancora nella fase 
di progettazione quindi le soluzioni proposte e metodi della costruzione sono spiegati. Il nuovo design 
offre miglioramenti su quello precedente. Il vantaggio principale è la nuova cella di carico che misura 
i sei componenti (Forze e coppie) con alta precisione. 
Dopo le prove, i dati sono salvati ed elaborati con un codice di Matlab. Il programma traccia i dati 
necessari (dopo cancellare l’effetto di curvature del disco) e calcola i coefficienti di Pacejka. Lo sviluppo 
di tale codice fa parte della tesi.  
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Introduction 
 Improving vehicle dynamics models requires having a more realistic tire model which can only be 
provided by tire testing (Chapter 1). Such tests are characterized with a very high cost which can limit 
researches in such areas (handling, stability…) due to limited financial resources. This need opened 
the opportunity to develop low cost tire testing machine in order to expand researches without 
worrying about the high price of tire testing. 
The first section of the thesis deals with the actual tire machine in our laboratory. The control and 
data acquisition systems were updated (Chapter 2) as well as the appropriate software. In addition, 
the several tire test performed in our laboratory are described (Chapter 3) with a brief analysis of 
some test results. 
The second section is dedicated to the Matlab code developed for data elaboration (Chapter 3). The 
software allows the processing of the data from the test in order to plot the necessary graphs (Side 
slip force, camber force, self-aligning torque, twisting torque…) and perform the Pacejka fitting of the 
data to deduce the appropriate coefficient which are used for building tire models for simulations.  
The third section is about the new tire testing machine which represents the main work of the thesis. 
The design solutions and construction of the machine are summarized (Chapter 4) as well as the 
implementation of the control and data acquisition system of the two tire machines (Chapter 4). Such 
prototype offers many advantages over the previous machine. It allows measuring all the 6 
components (forces and moments) at the tire by mean of one load cell. This load cell offers higher 
precision and allows us to measure the longitudinal force (acceleration and braking) which was not 
possible before. All the adjustments for the vertical load, toroid and rolling radius are fully automatic 
therefore increasing the safety of the user and reducing the testing time. Figure 1 illustrates the 
several activities performed during the three years of the doctoral study. 
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Figure 1: Grant chart illustrating the carried activities during the three doctoral years. 
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Chapter 1 – State of the art 
Tires are the interface between the driver’s input (steering, accelerating or braking) and the vehicle’s 
response (turning, sliding…). A proper design [1] starts from choosing the right tire, then building the 
vehicle around it which is usually the case in racing since tires directly affect handling and stability [2], 
[3], [4]. The optimal conditions and limitations vary from one tire to another, this is why it is important 
to understand the subjected forces and moments at the contact patch. Motorcycle dynamics research, 
in the area of handling and stability, use tire data to build mathematical models [5], [6] for dynamics 
simulations. 
Since the awareness of tire’s importance, vehicle stability improved significantly therefore increasing 
road safety. Tires development [7] was not limited to safety, it also reduced fuel consumption [8] by 
minimizing rolling resistance [9] which helped increasing fuel efficiency [10] of vehicles and reducing 
pollution. In racing applications, understanding the tire is essential to achieve the desired yaw moment 
during cornering which makes the difference in lap-time [11]. Too much over-steer makes the vehicle 
slides from the rear which puts the driver in risk while too much under-steer increases the trajectory 
therefore increasing the lap-time [11]. 
The earliest tires were bands of leather, then iron, (later steel), placed on wooden wheels, used 
on carts and wagons. The first practical pneumatic tire was made in 1888. Keeping the vehicle stable 
and firm on the road depends on the amount of grip generated by the tire. The grip is generated by 
the rubber’s deformation at the contact patch of the tire. The deformation shape depends on the 
vehicle maneuver resulting in lateral deformation during steering or longitudinal deformation during 
acceleration and braking. Lateral deformation creates a slip angle [12] which is simply the angle 
between the direction where the wheel is pointing and the direction where the wheel is going. The 
slip angle allows a certain amount of lateral force referred as the grip.  
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The lack of grip is caused when the lateral force from cornering is greater than the lateral force 
delivered by the tire which makes it slide. Oversteer occurs when the lack of grip is greater at the rear 
of the vehicle while understeer is the opposite. The same reasoning is valid for longitudinal forces 
where an excess in acceleration makes the wheel spinning while an excessive braking makes it sliding 
longitudinally. 
One of the tire tests is the side slip test where the slip angle is varied under certain conditions (road 
surface, vertical load, inflation pressure, temperature…). The result is a graph of the lateral force 
against the slip angle. The amount of lateral force at a given slip angle varies with the conditions, 
mentioned earlier, therefore tire testing helps defining the grip as well as the optimal conditions for 
best tire performance.   
The coefficient of friction varies with the road surface [12] , [13]. A dry asphalt surface has a higher 
coefficient of friction than a snow surface which requires different tires. The difference in tire’s 
construction comes from the mechanical structure (radial or bias) and (or) the chemical compounds 
of the rubber. 
The vertical load [14] has a major influence on the tire’s grip. The generated amount of lateral force 
(or longitudinal) is related, in a nonlinear way, to the vertical load on the tire. This means that the gain 
in lateral (or longitudinal) force from an increase in vertical load will always be smaller than the loss 
in lateral (or longitudinal) force from a decrease, of the same amount, in vertical load. Because of the 
constant braking and acceleration (especially in racing applications), the vertical load on a tire changes 
dynamically due to the longitudinal weight transfer [12]. During braking, the weight shifts from the 
rear to the front, unloading the rear tire from a certain amount of vertical load and loading the front 
tire with the exact amount. At a constant slip angle during a corner, the previous vertical load variation 
result in a bigger grip loss at the rear than the grip gain at the front. This increases over-steer which 
tends to unstable the vehicle. 
Another important condition is the inflation pressure [15]. A low inflation pressure allows more 
deformation of the contact patch therefore increasing grip. An inflation pressure too low increases 
dramatically the rolling resistance (increasing fuel consumption) and the steering torque (hard 
steering for the driver). High inflation pressure resolves the rolling resistance and steering torque 
problem but it reduces the contact patch leading to less grip (less stability) and less damping (less ride 
comfort). The optimal inflation pressure varies from tire to tire. 
Tire’s temperature [16], [17] is also an interesting condition since every tire operates best at its 
optimal temperature where the rubber becomes soft and sticky. In revenge, a low temperature makes 
the rubber harder resulting in some loss of grip. This is why, in racing, the tire is preheated at its 
optimal temperature in order to deliver the maximum grip. Also temperature and pressure are related 
to each other by the gas laws. Therefore an excessive variation in temperature results in a variation of 
the inflation pressure which influences the tire’s behavior.  
All the above justifies the importance of tire testing [18]. A tire testing machine intends to reproduce, 
indoor, the tire’s behavior on the road while varying the several factors mentioned earlier (Vertical 
load, inflation pressure, temperature…) and others (like the speed for example). The machine is 
equipped with load cells that measure the forces and torques during the test session. The 
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measurements are then elaborated by mean of a software in order to analyze the characteristics of 
the tested tire. 
Many engineering firms present various and competitive tire testing machines which all share in 
common the high cost. Below are listed some of the most interesting machines in today’s market. 
1.1 The FlatTrac III Classic from MTS 
The Classic features the capacity and capability for testing passenger car and light truck tires under a 
wide range of conditions. You can dynamically change tire attitudes and loads on its continuous flat 
surface, while simultaneously measuring tire-generated forces and moments. You can take data under 
steady state or slowly changing conditions. The Flat-Trac III Classic system can also be used for running 
simple roadway simulations. Drawing on the Flat-Trac heritage and patents from all earlier designs, 
the FlatTrac III Classic system provides you with a wide range of capabilities not available with tire test 
systems of other manufacturers. One reason is the performance of its continuous-loop stainless steel 
belt tensioned between two drums. Testing is performed on the flat portion of the belt that is 
supported by a hydrodynamic water bearing. The tire spindle assembly is mounted on an A-frame 
positioned over the belt. This design allows the tire assembly to be steered (slip angle) about the 
center of the tire, and also to be cambered (inclination angle) about the tire patch. 
 
Figure 2: The FlatTrac III Classic from MTS 
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1.2 Calspan tire test machine 
Calspan’s Force and Moment Testing is performed onsite at the test facility, which is the most premier 
indoor tire test facility of its kind in the world. The facility’s unique combination of speed and torque 
enables cutting-edge research and robust data quality. An experienced tire test team helps customers 
select load, velocity, slip angle, inclination angle, slip ratio, and other test conditions to maximize the 
effectiveness of their test programs.  
The test bench allows to measure dynamic force and moment characteristics of a tire to predict how 
its performance will affect vehicle behavior. It controls the vertical load, slip angle, inclination angle, 
slip ratio, inflation pressure and speed to understand how a tire responds to different inputs. Force 
and Moment data provides detailed insight into how the tire interacts with the road surface and how 
the resulting forces and moments influence tire and vehicle performance attributes such as braking 
and cornering. 
The continuous flat belt machine is capable of delivering road speeds in excess of 200 MPH (320km/h) 
and tire loads up to 12,000 pounds (53kN). It can accommodate large test articles and is well suited to 
truck tires, racing tires, small aircraft tires, and more. Finally, the machine can perform high torque 
(braking and driving) with high precision thanks to high power electric drives. 
 
Figure 3: Calspan tire test machine 
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1.3 Delft-tire test from TASS International 
TASS International offers an interesting and profound test facility. The on-road test lab measures tire 
performance at any road surface and almost any condition. The test trailer is completely designed to 
measure the forces and moments that arise when placing a tire on the road in various situations. By 
default, two towers are mounted. On one side there is a car tire measurement setup, on the other 
side, there is a motorcycle tire measurement setup, with the possibility to measure tires at camber 
angles up to 70 degrees. Measurements with the tire test trailer is usually performed at proving 
grounds ATP in Germany or IDIADA in Spain, but can be conducted at any other test track. Such test 
benefits from extremely realistic, on-road, testing of tire slip characteristics. In addition, it is flexible 
in timing and location. 
 
Figure 4: Delft-tire test trailer 
1.4 Our tire testing machines 
All of the above machines, and many more, are leaders in the field of tire testing. These machines 
share in common the highly accurate and realistic tire measurements as well as the high cost which 
makes it nearly impossible to afford one. This is why, the majority of the clients pay huge amount of 
money for testing facilities in order to perform tires tests for them.  
On one hand, tire testing became indispensable for the development of any vehicle (two and four 
wheels) but on the other hand it is very expensive. From this dilemma did rise our urge to design, build 
and develop tire testing prototypes that can provide accurate results at a very low price, almost 
negligible compared to the machines mentioned above. The Mototiremeter was the first tire machine 
developed in our laboratory. The measurements were compared with other machines in the market 
and the results were satisfying. Such machine was completely updated (Chapter 2) during my thesis 
and was, as well, used to perform a large amount of tests (Chapter 3) for several clients. 
Another prototype (Chapter 4) has been designed and built at our laboratory. This prototype is an 
improvement over the Mototiremeter, and it offers a lot of advantages and new features in order to 
improve tire testing accuracy and safety, as well as decreasing tire testing time. 
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Chapter 2 - Mototiremeter 
This particular testing rig (Figure 5) was developed for testing motorcycle and scooter tires. The wheel 
is mounted on a hinged arm that creates the side slip angle (±9°) and\or the camber angle (±50°). The 
wheel rolls freely on a rotating disc (diameter 3m) covered by a high friction material (safety walk) to 
simulate the road. Data are collected by means of three load cells mounted on the arm.  
The first load cell is mounted in the lateral direction, locking the hinged arm and therefore measuring 
the lateral force component. The two other load cells measure the moment around the diametrical 
axis that passes through the contact patch and the moment about the wheel spin axis (Figure 6). The 
load cells are then connected to the computer through a data acquisition system composed of some 
specific modules (NI-9237 and NI-CDAQ 9188) to convert the signals.  
Side slip tests are performed by varying the side slip angle while fixing the camber angle at zero. The 
resulting curves are the side slip force and self-aligning torque. 
The self-aligning torque results from the non-symmetric distribution of stresses along the contact 
patch and it tends to align the wheel to the direction of speed if a perturbation takes place.  
Camber tests are performed by varying the camber angle while fixing the side slip angle at zero. The 
resulting curves are the camber force and the twisting torque. The twisting torque represents the 
tendency of the cambered wheel to move along a trajectory with a curvature radius smaller than the 
one demanded by the steady turning manoeuver; it does not tend to align the wheel. 
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Figure 5: Mototiremeter testing machine 
 
Figure 6: The coordinate system for the definition of tire forces and torques 
The tests are carried in steady-state condition, which is achieved by keeping the hinged arm firm for 
a specified interval of time (5s by default) for each assigned value of side slip (or camber) angle.  During 
this interval some measurements are made and the mean value for each slip (or camber) angle is 
calculated later by the elaboration software.  
The first load cell (responsible of lateral force measurement) measures the actual lateral force with an 
additional force generated by the curvature of the track. 
This additional force is cancelled by carrying out measurements for positive and negative range of side 
slip (or camber) angle. The resulting measurements have the same curvature force (which depends on 
the position of the contact point on the disc) and side slip (or camber) forces with the same absolute 
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value but opposite signs. The elaboration software calculates the half difference between forces 
corresponding to the positive and negative range of side slip (or camber) angle. This is a good estimate 
of the real side slip (or camber) force, because the curvature forces cancel each other. The side slip 
(or camber) force at zero side slip (or camber) angle is simply set to zero, since the measured value 
results only from the curvature force. 
To perform the correction, measured data are processed by means of a MATLAB code that generates 
the curves for side slip force, camber force, self-aligning and twisting torque with their fittings based 
on the Magic Formula [19]. 
2.1  Hardware problems 
The “Mototiremeter” is an old thesis project [20] built in the past. It incorporates two systems; the 
motion control and DAQ (data acquisition). Both were subjected to various unsystematic adjustments 
which led to a complicated and time consuming test procedure. In addition the control and DAQ 
system were engaged independently which increases the chance of mistakes.  
The motion control is executed by a PCI-7344 board which is a motion controller, from National 
instruments, integrated in the desktop computer (Figure 7). It represents the brain which takes the 
motion request from the user, by way of a Labview code [21], and convert it into the proper command 
for the step motor. Meanwhile data were acquired by connecting a laptop to the load cells on the 
machine through some modules from National Instruments. 
 
Figure 7: Old Control Unit of the Mototiremeter 
The motion control hardware was not established properly. The cables and wires (Figure 8) were 
disordered and not labeled making it difficult to identify. The step motors switches (Figure 9) were 
exposed and hard to reach which was problematic since their main function is safety. The DAQ 
hardware suffered from the same inconvenient and contained unnecessary equipment (Figure 10). In 
addition to the unprofessional appearance of the machine, it was hard to perform any kind of 
modification or maintenance. 
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Figure 8: Bad wiring 
 
Figure 9: Roll switch (left side) and Slip switch (right side) 
 
Figure 10: Useless hardware 
2.2  Hardware update 
Updating the system requires a full understanding of its components and connections. For this reason 
the hardware was completely dismounted and then reassembled after removing unnecessary 
components (Figure 11). Cables and wires were labeled and organized (Figure 12) In order to simplify 
future work like update or maintenance. 
 
Figure 11: Removal of useless hardware 
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Figure 12: Proper wiring 
The old desktop computer (Figure 7) was replaced with a recent one (Figure 13) while the rest of the 
motion control system remained interchangeable. The same motion controller (PCI-7344) was 
integrated in the new computer with the installation of its drivers. 
 
Figure 13: New workstation – Front view 
The new DAQ system is formed of a NI-CDAQ chassis, from National Instruments, which is connected 
to the desktop computer via Ethernet cable. On the chassis is inserted a NI-9237 module that is an 
analogue equipment connected to the three load cells. Therefore both system are connected to the 
same workstation (Figure 13 and Figure 14). 
 
Figure 14: New workstation – Rear view 
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The problem of the exposed switches (Figure 9) was resolved by building a switchbox (Figure 15). The 
switchbox is placed on the top next to the computer allowing easy reach in case of emergencies or 
malfunctioning. 
 
Figure 15: New switchbox 
2.3  Software problems 
Since the motion control and DAQ were two separate systems, they were running on different 
software which resulted in two different output files. The motion file contained the performed motion 
(slip and camber angles) while the DAQ file had the measured forces and moments. 
Previously it was required to merge both output files together in order to associate every motion angle 
(slip or roll) with the appropriate measurements. This was possible through an intermediate Matlab 
code which was time consuming. The software associates the angles to the measurements by dividing 
it into steps based on the variation in value, leading to inaccurate results. 
In addition, the motion control software was running on Labview 7.5 which is out of date. The front 
panel had unnecessary buttons and switches (Figure 16) and the block diagram (software’s code) was 
incomprehensible making it hard to modify or update. The user interface was not friendly and did not 
allow the possibility of combined slip-roll tests (¶ 3.1.7). 
 
 
Figure 16: Front panel of the old software 
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2.4  Software update 
2.4.1 First stage 
It focused on simplifying the test procedure and reducing the time. The motion control and DAQ 
software were joined together into one unique program. It was built using Labview 2012 (the latest 
available version) to benefit from the new features and simplify the code. The motion control code 
was rebuilt form zero, using the new features of Labview (Figure 17) while the DAQ code [22] remained 
almost the same with some minor adjustments (Figure 18). 
 
Figure 17: New control block diagram. 
 
Figure 18: New DAQ block diagram 
The front panel was redesigned (Figure 19) to be user friendly since it represents the interface 
between the user and the machine. An update history was created to allow the user to track and 
understand every modification in the code. 
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This software version asks the user to insert some inputs related to the tire characteristics (such as 
toroid radius and rolling radius) and others related to the test (such as the vertical load, height of the 
𝑀𝑦 load cell, the slip and or roll angle). 
The output file (.txt file) contains the inserted input, the motion angles (slip or camber) and the 
measured data (𝐹𝑦,𝑀𝑦,𝑀𝑧) from the test session. The file is directly imported in Matlab for data 
elaboration. 
 
Figure 19: New front panel – First stage 
2.4.2 Final stage 
The front panel was organized and divided into four sections (Figure 20) to prevent the user from 
forgetting any necessary step in the procedure. A message box appears directly after launching the 
application, to remind the user of all the precautions and steps to do before starting a test run. Safety 
switches were added to avoid running the wrong test.  
The graphs on the front panel allows the visualization of the measurements in real time during the 
test session. A red led is enabled every time a test runs which helps the user to identify the end of the 
test. 
 
Figure 20: New front panel – Final stage
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2.5  Instructions 
The instruction manual is found on the server in the “Mototiremeter” folder and also on the desktop 
of the workstation’s computer. It explains the major precautions and steps for new users to prevent 
damaging the machine or performing wrong tests. 
2.5.1 Hardware 
- Switch the power on (the black switch on the metallic box hanged on the wall). 
- Power on the NI-DAQ chassis and the power supply by switching on the red switch (Figure 21). 
 
Figure 21: Switch to power the hardware 
- Connect the Ethernet cable of the NI-DAQ chassis to the computer (Figure 22). 
 
Figure 22: Ethernet cable for NI-DAQ chassis 
- Make sure the sensors cables numbered 0, 1 and 2 are respectively connected to the slots CH0, 
CH1 and CH2 of the first NI-9237 module on the NI-DAD chassis (Figure 23). 
 
Figure 23: Cable connections to the NI-9237 for “Mototiremeter”  
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2.5.2 Software 
- Start the NI-MAX software to make sure that the hardware is functioning properly. 
- In NI-MAX go to the tree on the left and deploy the section devices and interfaces, click on 
network devices followed by NI-cDAQ-9188. This is the chassis which contains the modules, 
normally it is already reserved in NI-MAX ( in case it is not, click on the reserve chassis button) 
so just click on the reset button to activate it and make sure that it recognize the two modules 
plugged in. 
- Back to the tree on the left, deploy the section NI motion devices and then click on PCI-7344. 
Click on reset device followed by initialize. This defines the new reference of the motion 
controller, so be sure to perform this step after making sure that the wheel is centered at zero 
slip and zero camber angle.  
- Switch on the step motors from the small switchbox on the table (Figure 15). 
- Start Labview and choose the latest version of the software which is found in the 
“Mototiremeter” folder on the Local disk (Figure 24). 
 
Figure 24: Path of the software for current machine 
- Once the software is open you can directly run it, at the beginning it reminds you to check the 
previous steps before testing, as a precaution, then it ask you if you want to enable data 
acquisition. Press yes and choose the location to save (the file format will be .txt). 
-  Enter the values for the vertical load, toroid radius, rolling radius and the height of the load-cell 
that measure the 𝑀𝑦 component. 
- The software layout is divided into four sections to prevent you from forgetting any step. Start 
by switching on the slip (or roll) switch to activate the desired panel. 
-  Choose between the  test with or without increment 
- Enter the desired values for maximum angle, increment angle and time interval. 
- Go to the second step and reset the load cell until you see approximate zeros on the graphs. 
- After resetting, turn on the rotating disk to the desired speed. (It is important to reset before 
turning the disk on in order to know the value of the lateral force due to the curvature). 
- Go to third step and press the "SAVE DATA" button to record data. 
- Press RUN to start the test. 
-  The led "test running" will enable (red color) until the end of the test run. 
- When the red led is disabled go to the fourth step and press "STOP ACQUISITION" followed by 
"EXIT PROGRAM". 
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Chapter 3 - Tire tests & Data elaboration 
During the thesis, many tires were tested for different applications ranging from scooters to racing. 
Section 3.1 describes the various tests procedures while section 3.2 illustrates some results for three 
tested tires; Michelin, Dunlop and Brembo. The tires size and type are not mentioned, for 
confidentiality purposes, as well as the measurements values. The tires are not in the same category 
and not for the same application so it is impossible to compare them. The objective of section 3.2 is 
just to explain the general idea behind the graph and its purpose. 
Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 explain, in depth, the evolution of the Matlab code developed for the data 
elaboration software used to process the tire measurements from the testing session. 
Finally section 3.6 describe briefly the written articles that involved tire testing on the Mototiremeter.  
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3.1  Test Description 
3.1.1 Rolling radius 
The rolling radius of a tire is the distance between the center of the wheel and the contact patch. 
Typically, the larger the diameter of the tire, the greater the rolling radius. The tire behaves as a linear 
spring in vertical direction therefore the effective rolling radius varies significantly with tire load. The 
effective rolling radius is used in vehicle dynamics calculations to have the accurate height of the wheel 
center due to the tire deformation.  
 
Figure 25: Rolling Radius measurement 
Figure 25 explains the procedure for measuring the rolling radius (𝑟𝑟). The measured distance made 
by one complete wheel’s rotation is the perimeter (𝑃) of the tire. Therefore the rolling radius is 
calculated from the following equation: 
P = 2 × π × rr                   (3-1) 
At our laboratory, we measure the distance made by five complete wheel’s rotation in order to obtain 
an average rolling radius. 
3.1.2 Toroid Radius 
A tire’s cross section is assumed to be a circle therefore measuring its radius represents the toroid 
radius (𝑡𝑟). Figure 26 shows the appropriate tool used for such measurement. In case of a used tire, it 
is important to mount the tool on the less consumed section since the toroid radius vary with tire 
wear. The tool is centered on the tire by positioning the central tip at the middle of the section. After 
that, the two vertical sides are adjusted until contact with the tire sidewalls. 
 
Figure 26: Toroid radius measurement 
 
𝑡𝑟 
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Once it is mounted and centered on the wheel, the vertical tips are screwed until contact with the tire 
surface therefore reproducing the tire cross section. Finally the tool is removed and the distance, from 
the horizontal reference until each extremity, is measured.  
The measurements are divided into left and right sets because a tire is not perfectly symmetrical and 
might be consumed more on one side. The toroid radius is calculated by mean of a small Matlab code. 
The measurements are inserted in the program which performs a circle fitting for each set and a global 
fitting for both sets (as shown in Figure 27). This method offers a quality control of the measurements 
and evaluate if the error is acceptable, the closer the values are, the smaller the error. 
 
Figure 27: Toroid radius calculation software 
3.1.3 Radial stiffness 
Pneumatic and solid rubber tires must be considered as elastic components [23]. Thus an applied load 
(𝐹) in the vertical direction will result in a corresponding global deformation (∆) in the same direction. 
Therefore the tire can be described as a spring. The tire’s spring constant (𝐾𝑅) is the radial stiffness. 
The radial stiffness test (Figure 28) consist of increasing the applied vertical load and measuring the 
corresponding displacement. The radial stiffness is then deduced from the linear relation between the 
force and the displacement. 
F = KR × Δ                  (3-2) 
 
Figure 28: Radial stiffness test 
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3.1.4 Lateral Stiffness 
Similar to radial stiffness (¶ 3.1.3), an applied load in the lateral direction (Figure 29) of the tire will 
result in a lateral deformation (Figure 30). The resulting tire’s spring constant (𝐾𝐿) is the lateral 
stiffness.  
Both radial and lateral stiffness depend on some tire characteristics like inflation pressure, mechanical 
structure and type of rubber. In addition, the lateral stiffness varies with the vertical load therefore 
the test is repeated at different vertical loads. 
 
Figure 29: Lateral stiffness test 
 
Figure 30: Lateral displacement measurement 
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3.1.5 Side Slip  
The side slip test (Figure 31) measures the lateral force, self-aligning and rolling resistance torque in 
function of the slip angle variation for zero degree camber. The side slip variation is applied in both 
directions, positive and negative intervals. The interval is defined by the maximum angle (until 9°), the 
increment angle (usually 0.5°) and the delay time (per default 5 seconds). The test is usually repeated 
for several vertical load [14], different inflation pressure [15] and sometimes at various speed [24]. 
 
Figure 31: Side slip test 
3.1.6 Camber  
The camber test (Figure 32) measures the lateral force, twisting and rolling resistance torque in 
function of the camber angle variation for zero degree side slip. The camber variation is applied in 
both directions, positive and negative intervals. The interval is defined by the maximum angle (until 
50°), the increment angle (usually 2°) and the delay time (per default 5 seconds). The test is also 
repeated for several vertical loads [14], different inflation pressure [15] and sometimes at various 
speed [24]. 
 
Figure 32: Camber test 
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3.1.7 Combined Test 
The machine’s update offers the possibility of performing combined tests (Figure 33) which represent 
the real case of a motorcycle tire during cornering. The combined side slip test measures the lateral 
force, self-aligning and rolling resistance torque in function of the slip angle variation for a camber 
value different than zero. The combined camber test measures the lateral force, twisting and rolling 
resistance torque in function of the camber angle variation for a side slip value different than zero. 
The test can also be repeated for several vertical loads [14], different inflation pressure [15] and 
sometimes at various speed [24]. 
 
Figure 33: Combined test 
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3.2 Test results 
The following sections present a qualitative interpretation of the tests carried on three front and three 
rear tires. For confidentiality purposes, tires size and type are not mentioned as well as the 
measurements values therefore the comparison cannot reflect the superiority of a tire over another. 
The aim is to show the trends of the curves and their signification. The three tested tires were a 
Michelin, a Dunlop and a Brembo. The blue curve is represented as Tire A, the red curve as Tire B and 
the green curve as Tire C.  
3.2.1 Radial stiffness 
Figure 34 illustrates the results of radial stiffness measurements (¶ 3.1.3) carried on the three front 
tires. The dots in the graph, represents the cumulated vertical load applied (in Newton) in function of 
the total vertical displacement. The values are fitted with a linear regression model where the slope 
represents the radial stiffness. Tire B shows the highest radial stiffness while Tire A shows the lowest.  
 
Figure 34: Radial stiffness results for front tires 
The same concept applies for the rear tires shown in Figure 35, where Tire B and Tire A present almost 
equal values for radial stiffness while Tire C has the smallest radial stiffness. 
 
Figure 35: Radial stiffness results for rear tires 
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3.2.2 Lateral stiffness 
Figure 36 demonstrate the results of lateral stiffness measurements (¶ 3.1.4) carried on the three 
front tires at a vertical load of 1000 N. The dots in the graph, represents the cumulated lateral load 
applied (in Newton) in function of the total lateral displacement. The values are fitted with a linear 
regression model where the slope will be the lateral stiffness. Tire B and Tire C show almost equal 
values of lateral stiffness while Tire A has a much smaller lateral stiffness.  
 
Figure 36: Lateral stiffness results for front tires 
The rear tires results are shown in Figure 37 where the test was also carried at a vertical load of 1000N. 
Tire B presents the highest lateral stiffness and Tire A presents the smallest lateral stiffness. The lateral 
stiffness of Tire C comes in between. 
 
Figure 37: Lateral stiffness results for rear tires 
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3.2.3 Side Slip  
The results in Figure 38 are the lateral force in function of side slip variation (¶ 3.1.5), under a vertical 
load of 1000 N, for the three front tires. The dots and curves are respectively, the raw data and the 
Pacejka fitting (¶ 3.3.4). The slope of the linear part is associated to the side slip stiffness of the tire.  
Tire A shows the smallest side slip stiffness as well as the smallest side slip force at all tested slip 
angles. At the linear part of the curve, Tire B and Tire C present equal values of side slip stiffness, 
however after a specific value of slip angle, Tire B delivers higher side slip force then Tire C for the 
same side slip. 
 
Figure 38: Side slip force for front tires at vertical load 1000N 
Figure 39 shows the results of the same test performed on the three rear tires under the same 
conditions. Tire C shows the highest side slip stiffness and delivers the highest side slip force at all slip 
angles. On the other hand, Tire B seems to be slightly inferior to Tire A in terms of side slip stiffness 
and side slip force. 
For this interval of slip angle, the trend of Tire A starts to become flat which indicates the beginning 
of saturation. It implies that a larger increment in slip angle will induce a smaller gain in lateral force. 
However Tire B does not show saturation yet, which suggest that it might deliver higher side slip force 
than Tire A for bigger slip angles. 
 
Figure 39: Side slip force for rear tires at vertical load 1000N 
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3.2.4 Camber 
The results in Figure 40 are the lateral force in function of camber variation (¶ 3.1.6), under a vertical 
load of 1000 N, for the three front tires. The dots and curves are respectively, the raw data and the 
Pacejka fitting (¶ 3.3.4). The slope of the linear part is associated to the camber stiffness of the tire. 
Tire C demonstrates the highest camber stiffness as well as the highest camber force at all camber 
angles. In contrary, Tire A shows the lowest camber stiffness and also the lowest camber force at all 
tested camber angles. Tire B fits in between the two in term of camber stiffness and camber force at 
all tested camber angles. 
 
Figure 40: Camber force for rear tires at vertical load 1000N 
3.3  TIRE_FITTING_V1 
3.3.1 Purpose 
The exported file from the tire measurements holds the necessary data for the elaboration. Such data 
are the measured forces and moments with the corresponding slip and camber angles from the test 
sessions, as well as the applied vertical load and the tire characteristics like rolling radius (¶ 3.1.1) and 
toroid radius (¶ 3.1.2). 
In order to analyze the test measurements, the program must cancel the turn force (Figure 41) 
generated by the curvature effect of the rotating disc. Once the curvature effect is removed (¶ 3.3.3), 
the program generates the necessary graphs of the measurements. It calculates the necessary tire 
parameters by fitting the curves with the magic formula [19]. Finally all graphs are saved and the 
results are exported in an excel file. 
The previous data elaboration was performed by mean of an excel file that was a black box. It initiated 
the need of a simpler, more advanced program which was built using Matlab [25]. 
3.3.2 Inputs 
This version of the software asks the user to import the measurements files (Table 1) form the test 
sessions. Each desired vertical load requires a side slip test (¶ 3.1.5) and a camber test (¶ 3.1.6). The 
program guides the user towards the correct order of importing the data. 
Fz (vertical load) Slip angle Roll angle Fy My Mz tr rr h 
         
Table 1: Measurement file from test session 
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"𝑡𝑟" and "𝑟𝑟" are respectively the toroid and rolling radius of the tire, both expressed in millimeters, 
and "ℎ" is the "𝑀𝑦" load cell height from the surface of the rotating disc. 
Before initiating the Pacejka fitting, the program asks the user to choose the limit slip and camber 
angle for fitting based on the visualization of the raw measurement curves. This step was added in 
order to neglect the data at high angles in case of bad measurements due to excessive vibration 
therefore allowing a more accurate curve fitting. 
3.3.3 Outputs 
Based on the delay time specified by the user for the test session, the DAQ system records many 
measurements for each slip (or camber) angle depending on the measurement frequency of the 
system. The result is a large number of data which is why the program calculates the average of the 
measured force and moments for each slip (or camber) angle. After reducing the number of data, the 
turn force generated by the curvature effect of the rotating disc must be cancelled.  
Figure 41 illustrates the turn force during a positive and a negative slip angle without camber angle 
(γ=0°). The turn force aims always to the outside of the rotating disc independently from the sign of 
the slip angle. Therefore it adds up to the side slip force in case of negative slip angle and subtract 
from it in case of positive slip angle. 
Fymeasured (+α) = Fyside slip − Fturn                                                                                                    (3-3) 
Fymeasured (−α) = −Fyside slip − Fturn                                                                                                    (3-4) 
Subtracting the measured force of negative slip angle from the one of positive slip angle and dividing 
the total by two will arbitrarily cancel the turn force. This method assumes that the tire is perfectly 
symmetrical therefore the sideslip force generated in case of positive and negative slip angle is equal 
in absolute value but opposite in sign. 
Fyslip =
Fymeasured (+α)−Fymeasured (−α)
2
                                                                                   (3-5)  
The same calculation is valid for the measured moments and also in the case of varying the camber 
angle without slip angle (α=0°). 
Once the turn force is cancelled, the measurements and the appropriate fitting curves can be 
presented for further analysis. Figure 42 illustrates the raw data, in dots, with the appropriate fitting 
curves for the normalized side slip force at three different vertical loads. 
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Figure 41: Curvature effect in case of positive and negative side slip angle (α) 
 
Figure 42: Corrected curvature data (dots) with Pacejka fitting curves 
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Finally the graphs are automatically saved and the results are exported into an excel file. The first excel 
sheet holds the measurements results after cancelling the turn force, for side slip and camber tests 
and at all vertical loads (Figure 43). The second excel sheet is identical to the first one, but it contains 
the data for the fitting curves. The last excel sheet provides all the Pacejka coefficients (Figure 44) 
which are used to build tire models later on. 
 
Figure 43: Exported data in Excel 
 
Figure 44: Exported Pacejka coefficients in Excel 
3.3.4 Fitting formulas 
The side slip and camber force are respectively the lateral force in function of the side slip and camber 
variation while the self-aligning torque represents the moment around the axis ”z” in function of the 
side slip. The three are fitted by mean of the general form of the Magic Formula [19], [26], [27]. In the 
future it might be interesting to use more advanced magic formulas which take into consideration 
with tire pressure and even tire temperature. 
Fy = D ×  sin (C × atan (B × x − E × (B × (x − atan (B × x)))))                                                              (3-6)  
B Stiffness factor 
C Shape factor 
D Peak factor 
E Curvature factor 
x Slip or Camber angle (rad) 
Table 2: Magic formula coefficients 
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The twisting torque is defined by the moment around the axis “z” in function of the camber angle and 
it is fitted using the following equation. 
MZ = mr  ×  γ × (1 +  tw × γ^2)                                                                                (3-7)  
𝑚𝑟 Stiffness factor 
𝑡𝑤 Curvature factor 
γ Camber angle (rad) 
Table 3: Twisting torque coefficients 
The rolling resistance torque is defined by the moment around the axis “Y” in function of side slip and 
camber. It is generated by the longitudinal force from the rolling resistance. The fitting curve uses the 
same formula of the twisting torque with the addition of the constant My0. 
My = mr  ×  x ×  (1 + tw × x
2) + My0                                          (3-8) 
𝑚𝑟 Stiffness factor 
𝑡𝑤 Curvature factor 
My0 Rolling resistance torque at zero angle 
X  Slip or Camber angle (rad) 
Table 4: Rolling resistance torque coefficients 
3.3.5 Fundamental elements 
This section describes the principal matrices created in the Matlab code in order to help understanding 
how the programs works. The side slip test and camber test measurements, for a vertical load, are 
imported and stored respectively in “SLIP_DATA” and “ROLL_DATA” (Table 1). 
As mentioned previously, the program calculates the average measurement for each side slip angle 
and stroes the values in “ALL_SLIP” (Table 5). The same concept is applied for camber angle and the 
values are stored in “ALL_ROLL”. Both are three dimensional matrices in order to store the data for 
several vertical load. 
 
Table 5: ALL_SLIP 
The program cancels the turn force generated from the curvature effect and stores the data in 
“ALL_SLIP_C” and “ALL_ROLL_C”. Once the turn force is cancelled, the fitting curves are generated 
and the data are stored in “ALL_SLIP_F” and “ALL_ROLL_F”.  These four matrices have the same layout 
of “ALL_SLIP” (Table 5). 
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The Pacejka coefficients from the curves fitting are later on stored in “PACEJKA” and 
“PACEJKA_MYMZ” which are three dimensional matrices in order to store the coefficients for all the 
vertical loads. 
    
Table 6: PACEJKA & PACEJKA_MYMZ 
3.3.6 Advantages 
This version offers many advantage over the previous software. It imports, at once, all the 
measurements files for the different vertical loads and outputs all the results into one excel file and 
two figures. The program is user friendly and prevent the new users from making mistakes. Finally the 
code was built properly and comes along with an update history to allow future improvements. 
3.4  TIRE_FITTING_V3 
3.4.1 Purpose 
The new tire machine (Chapter 4) is equipped with a load cell capable of measuring the six components 
at the wheel therefore the measurements files will contain more data. The aim of the modification is 
to adapt the Matlab code for the new format in order to have a unique software for both tire machine. 
3.4.2 Inputs 
The user shall indicate the machine used for the test session by entering the number one if the tests 
were carried on the old machine (Chapter 2) or the number two for the new machine (Chapter 4). 
Then he specifies the number of vertical load tested, he can reach up to five vertical loads which is 
more than necessary. The rest of the inputs remained identical.  
3.4.3 Outputs 
The two figures contain additional graphs for the overturning moment (𝑀𝑥) in function of side slip (α) 
and camber (γ) and also the longitudinal force (𝐹𝑥) in function of slip ratio (𝑆𝑟). The layout of the excel 
file remained identical to the previous version (¶ 3.3). The additional measured components are 
simply added. 
3.4.4 Fitting formulas 
The slip ratio (𝑆𝑟) is defined as the percentage of longitudinal slip created by the difference between 
the rotational speed (Ω𝑤) of the wheel and its longitudinal speed (𝑉𝑙). 
𝑉𝑙  ≠  Ω𝑤 × 𝑟𝑟                                        (3-9) 
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Sr = −( 
Vl−Ωw∗rr
Vl
)                                       (3-10) 
The longitudinal force (𝐹𝑥) is defined by the force along the axis “x” in function of the slip ratio and it 
is fitted with a curve using the same Magic Formula used for the side slip force (¶ 3.3.4). 
Fx = (Dx sin[Cxarctan(Bx × Sr − Ex(Bx × Sr − arctan(Bx × Sr)))]                         (3-11) 
Dx = (µx × Fz)/Fz                                                             (3-12) 
Cx = PCx1 × λCx                                        (3-13) 
Bx =
PKx1×FZ×λKxk
Cx×Dx×Fz
                                         (3-14) 
Ex = PEx1 × λEx                                       (3-15) 
The overturning moment (Mx) is defined by the moment around the axis “X” in function of side slip 
and camber angle. In the case of side slip without camber, due to the lateral deflection connected 
with the side force (Fy), the point of application of the resultant vertical load moves in the direction 
of the side force and as a result generates the overturning moment [19], [28]. 
Mx = −FZ × ( 
Fy
KL
 )                                (3-16) 
During the test session, the vertical load (FZ) and the lateral stiffness (KL) are assumed to be constant 
therefore the overturning moment is related to the side slip force by a linear equation. This means 
that it can be fitted with the same magic formula as before (¶ 3.3.4).  
 
Figure 45: Overturning moment 
With camber change (Figure 45) the induced overturning moment comes from the vertical load and 
the lateral force, and since it seems to be related to the lateral force by a linear equation therefore it 
also can be fitted with the same previous magic formula [29]. 
Mx = FZ × ( 
Fy
KL
 ) − Fy × ( 
FZ
KR
 )                                       (3-17) 
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3.4.5 Additional elements 
When tests are carried on the new tire machine, the data files contain additional measurements 
therefore the matrices “SLIP_DATA” and “ROLL_DATA” were modified (Table 7) in order to store the 
additional data. 
Fz (vertical load) Slip angle Roll angle Fx Fy Mx My Mz tr rr h 
                    
Table 7: Modified SLIP_DATA and ROLL_DATA  
A “SLIP_RATIO” has been created to store the slip ratio values which are used later on to plot the 
longitudinal force. Two extra columns were added to the matrices “ALL_SLIP” and “ALL_ROLL” (Table 
5) in order to store the longitudinal force and the overturning moment. 
Three additional columns were also added to the matrix “PACEJKA” to store the coefficients for the 
longitudinal force and overturning moments (¶ 3.4.4). 
3.4.6 Advantages 
This version offers a unique program for processing the measurements from both tire machines. It 
avoids the user from confusion and it is more user friendly. It can import data consecutively until five 
vertical load. 
3.4.7 Instructions 
- Open TIRE_FITTING_V3 in Matlab 
- Click on the browse folder icon (Figure 46) on the left, and choose the proper directory where 
the measurement files are located. 
 
Figure 46: Tire fitting software - Browse folder 
- Run the Matlab code 
- Enter number one if tests were carried on the old machine and number two for the new machine 
- Specify the number of vertical load tested (the maximum is five) 
- The program guides you through the sequence for importing the measurement files 
- Once all files are imported, the program plots the corrected curvature data (¶ 3.3.3) 
- Enter the desired limits for the slip and camber angle in order to have the best fitting (¶ 3.3.4). 
The program calculates the Pacejka coefficients and plots the fitting curves (¶ 3.3.3) 
- Choose a name for the export file which will automatically be saved the directory (¶ 3.3.3) 
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3.5  TIRE_FITTING_V6 
3.5.1 Purpose 
The measurements present sometimes disturbance due to excessive vibrations of the rotating disk. 
The previous program performed the data fitting automatically without the interference of the user 
which often resulted in inaccurate curves or even inadmissible coefficients. The objective from this 
version is to offer a live interaction between the user and the fitting curves. The program computes 
the data and outcome an initial fitting that can be manually corrected by the user through a friendly 
interface. Once the coefficients offer satisfying outcomes the user saves it and proceed to the 
following vertical load test. 
3.5.2 Inputs 
The inputs remains identical to the previous version. The user indicates the machine used for the test 
and the number of vertical load tested then the Matlab code imports all the measurements files. The 
need of a limit (¶ 3.3.2) slip and roll angle, previously used to improve the fitting, no longer exists since 
this version offers the possibility of a manual correction. 
The curve fitting uses exactly the same Magic formula (¶ 3.3.4) from the previous version and the 
matrices (¶ 3.4.5) of the Matlab code remained unchangeable. No modification was introduced on the 
outputs of the program, it maintained the same excel template and figures layout. 
3.5.3 Advantages 
A user interface was introduced, making the software user friendly. The front panel is organized in a 
sequence of four steps, leading the user instinctively through the process. The main advantage is 
characterized by the manual correction of the fitting curves resulting in more reasonable and accurate 
outcomes. 
3.5.4 Instructions 
- Open TIRE_FITTING_V6 in Matlab 
- Click on the browse folder icon (Figure 46) on the left, and choose the proper directory where 
the measurement files are located 
- Run the code, the user interface panel automatically appears 
- Tick the checkbox (Figure 47) for the corresponding test machine. (MACHINE-1 stands for 
"Mototiremeter" and MACHINE-2 is for the new one) 
- Type in the number of vertical load tested. 
- Click "IMPORT DATA"  to import the measurement files 
 
Figure 47: TIRE_FITTING_V6 – Step one 
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- Click on "FITTING", the program will show the data of the first vertical load, with the initial curve 
fitting and the Pacejka coefficients (Figure 48) 
- In unpleasing fitting, use the sliders on the right side of each graph to adjust the coefficients until 
satisfactory results (Figure 48). 
- Once the correction is finished, Click "Fix Coefficients" in order to save the corrected values 
- Repeat the three previous instructions until a message box appears, indicating the last 
measurement (Figure 48) 
 
Figure 48: TIRE_FITTING_V6 – Step two 
- Once the last measurement is corrected and saved, a message box appears, asking to export the 
data (Figure 49) therefore click “EXPORT DATA”. The results are automatically saved on an excel 
file, in the directory, under the name “EXPORTED_DATA”. A message box will appear to indicate 
the end of the process. 
 
Figure 49: TIRE_FITTING_V6 – Step three 
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3.6  Issued papers and articles 
3.6.1 The effect of the inflation pressure of tires on motorcycle weave stability 
The paper [15] focuses on the effect of tires inflation pressure on motorcycles weave stability. Side 
slip (¶ 3.1.5) and camber (¶ 3.1.6) tests were carried on front and rear tires at different vertical loads 
and inflation pressures. The desired tire (¶ 3.3.1) parameters are then inserted in an advanced 
motorcycle multi-body code used for simulations. The simulations results were later on compared 
with experimental data. The research results show an agreement between tests and simulations 
where weave stability increases with inflation pressure for the specified range of tire pressure.  
 
Figure 50: Structural stiffness versus inflation pressure for front (90/90-21) and rear (130/80-17) tires. 
Figure 50 illustrates the measurements results of the structural stiffness (¶ 3.1.3 and ¶ 3.1.4) in 
function of the inflation pressure for front and rear tires. For the tested inflation pressures, both tires 
shows a higher stiffness in lateral than radial which opposes the test results in [30]. Such difference is 
mainly due to the tire’s carcass construction. 
  
Figure 51: Side slip and camber stiffness in function of the inflation pressure for front (90/90-21) and rear (130/80-17) tires. 
Figure 51 shows the plot of the normalized side slip and camber stiffness in function of the inflation 
pressure for the front and rear tires. It is noticed that side-slip stiffness of the rear tire is always higher 
than the front for all pressures. Both side-slip stiffness increase with pressure. It is likely that the 
behavior is related to the nuances and types of tire construction. Indeed the cornering stiffness 
strongly depends on the lateral structural stiffness and the contact patch size and shape. Therefore, 
depending on the relative variations in these two factors with pressure, different behaviors may arise. 
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It is expected that both curves will reach a peak at higher pressure where the stiffness becomes 
constant or slightly decreases because the tire starts sliding as shown in [30]. 
The rear tire’s camber stiffness increases with the pressure to arrive at its peak at 2.5 bar and then it 
slightly decreases. The front tire shows a similar behavior with its peak value at an inflation pressure 
of 1.5 bar. The camber stiffness mainly depends on the lateral deformation of the contact patch.  
Increasing the inflation pressure will reduce the contact patch. Every tire has an optimal inflation 
pressure where it reaches its maximum camber stiffness. Above the optimal pressure, the contact 
patch decreases significantly resulting in the decreasing of the camber stiffness. These results are 
coherent with [31] and further details about camber force generation are found in [26]. 
  
Figure 52: Twisting and self-aligning torque stiffness in function of the inflation pressure for both tires. 
Figure 52 represents the plot of the normalized twisting and self-aligning torque stiffness versus tire 
pressure for front and rear tire. For both tires, the twisting stiffness decreases with the increase of tire 
pressure. These results were expected since the twisting stiffness is related to differences in the 
peripheral velocity across the contact patch. The graph shows a higher twisting stiffness for the rear 
tire at all pressure. Additional details are available in [30] and [31]. 
For both tires, the self-aligning stiffness decreases, in magnitude, with the increase of the tire 
pressure. This behavior is expected since the self-aligning stiffness is related to the pneumatic trail 
which increases with the increase of the contact patch (at low inflation pressure) therefore resulting 
in the increase of the self-aligning stiffness.  
The above results are for the vertical load of 1500N which agree with the results of the other tests 
performed at vertical loads of 1000N and 2000N. 
3.6.2  Identification of the mechanical properties of tires for wheelchair simulation 
The paper [24] investigates the capability of the tire testing machine at Padova University to collect 
data required to develop accurate models for wheelchair tires and analyses the similarities and 
differences between the behavior of wheelchair tires and bicycle tires. Furthermore, the behavior of 
wheelchair tires under different working conditions is investigated. Finally, the improvement of 
wheelchair simulation through this study is discussed. Two tires were tested at different vertical load, 
inflation pressure and speed. 
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Figure 53: Forces and torques of wheelchair and bicycle tires in reference conditions (vertical load 400 N, inflation pressure 
4 bar and disc speed 4 km/h). 
The curves of normalized side slip force (Figure 53) show that this component of lateral force increases 
in monotonic way with side slip angle without reaching a saturation in the tested range of side slip 
angles. Tire A exhibits larger values of force than tire B for every value of side slip. The curve of tire A 
is very close to the one of the high performance bicycle tire. The slope of the side slip force curves 
near the origin is named normalized cornering stiffness. Normalized cornering stiffness may represent 
tire behavior at small values of side slip angle where the relation between the normalized side slip 
force and the slip angle is almost linear. This is the case of tires A and B. Cornering stiffness is the 
product of normalized cornering stiffness and vertical load. 
The curves of normalized self-aligning torque are rather close and both show a tendency to saturation 
above 3° for both tires. The maximum values (in modulus) of self-aligning torques of tire A and B are 
similar to the maximum value (in modulus) of the self-aligning torque of the bicycle tire, but the bicycle 
tire shows a steeper slope near the origin and reaches saturation for a lower value of side slip angle. 
The slope of the curves of normalized self-aligning torque near the origin is named normalized self-
aligning stiffness.  
The curves of normalized camber force are regular and monotonic for both tires, but tire A exhibits 
larger values than tire B and its curve is rather close to the one of the high performance bicycle tire. 
The slope of the curves of normalized camber force near the origin is named normalized camber 
stiffness. It can represent the behavior of tires A and B, since the curves show a quasi-linear trend. 
Finally, the curves of twisting torque against camber angle are almost linear, in this case tire B has a 
behavior closer to the one of the bicycle tire. 
Then the effect of working conditions was analyzed carrying out specific tests in which only one 
parameter was varied at a time. 
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Disc speed variations in the range 2÷4 km/h have a negligible effect on the measured tire properties. 
Figure 54, for example, shows the effect of a decrease in speed on the side slip force generated by tire 
A, the difference between the two curves is negligible. It is worth remembering that disc speed 
corresponds to wheelchair speed. 
 
Figure 54: Effect of forward speed on side slip force. 
Figure 55 deals with the effect of inflation pressure on tire performance, a strong decrease in tire 
pressure (from 4 to 2 bar) is considered. 
 
Figure 55: Effect of inflation pressure on tire forces and torques. 
Tire properties related to side slip angle are strongly affected by inflation pressure. In both tires a 
decrease in inflation pressure causes a large decrease in the side slip force generated at the same side 
slip angle (Figure 55). This trend agrees with the ones measured in bicycle tires [32] and the ones 
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measured in motorcycle and scooter tires, which sometimes also show a saturation at high pressure 
[30]. Self-aligning torque increases (in modulus) when inflation pressure decreases, probably because 
the contact patch becomes larger. This result is in agreement with the ones obtained measuring 
bicycle and motorcycle tires [30] [32]. Figure 55 shows that camber force generated by tire A is not 
influenced by inflation pressure, like in bicycle tires [32]; whereas camber force generated by tire B 
tends to increase when inflation pressure decreases, like in many motorcycle tires [30]. As for the 
twisting torque, the effect of the inflation pressure appears to be negligible which is similar to the 
bicycle tires [32]. 
 
Figure 56: Effect of vertical load on tire forces and torques. 
The last parameter here considered is vertical load, its effect is shown in Figure 56. In wheelchair tires, 
like in bicycle [32] and motorcycle tires [30], when vertical load increases lateral forces do not increase 
proportionally, because normalized lateral forces decrease when vertical load increases. This effect is 
particularly important for side slip force (Figure 56). The effect of the vertical load on tire torques is 
less prominent: in tire A self-aligning and twisting torques are almost unaffected by tire load, whereas 
in tire B both torque components decrease slightly (in modulus) when load increases. 
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Chapter 4 - New Tire testing machine 
This design offers many improvement over the “Mototiremeter” machine. Several modifications were 
made during the past years [33] before reaching the actual configuration. The roll arm rotates freely 
around the universal joints allowing the camber motion (±50°). The two universal joints are attached 
to the roll shafts defining together the roll axis which shall pass through the toroid center of the tire. 
The machine is intended to test various tire sizes with different toroid radius starting from a bicycle 
tire (18mm) to a Harley Davidson tire (128mm). The height adjustment is made possible through the 
vertical movement of the structure which is actuated by two pneumatic pistons, one on each column. 
In addition the vertical movement is used to apply the desired vertical load which is a major 
improvement over the “Mototiremeter” where the vertical load was applied by adding weights. 
At the center of the roll arm is inserted a splined shaft that holds the slip arm. The splined shaft is the 
only mechanism available to perform a rotation which is the slip motion (±10°), and a translation. The 
vertical translation is required to adjust the wheel center’s height depending on the tire rolling radius 
starting from a minimum value of 128mm arriving to 330 mm.  
The slip arm holds the wheel’s assembly where the tire is mounted. The wheel’s assembly is equipped 
with a load cell capable of measuring the three forces (𝐹𝑥, 𝐹𝑦 and 𝐹𝑧) and three moments (𝑀𝑥, 𝑀𝑦 
and 𝑀𝑧) at the tire. It can also incorporate a brake disk and caliper to perform tire tests under braking 
conditions in order to measure the longitudinal force in function of the slip ratio. The load cell and the 
brake disk represents the major advantages over the previous machine. 
Figure 57 illustrates, side by side, the CAD design and real picture of the new tire machine. The 
machine has been divided into four main assembly depending on the function of each. The design 
solutions and construction for each assembly are explained in the following paragraphs.  
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Figure 57 : New tire testing machine (CAD design and real picture). 
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4.1 Column assembly 
The column assembly (Appendix A) represents the structure’s support on the ground. It connects the 
roll shafts to the roll arm by mean of universal joints which allows the free rotation of the arm around 
the roll axis. One column assembly accommodates a step motor with its corresponding speed reducer 
responsible of establishing the roll motion, while the other column assembly holds the other roll shaft 
inside two bearings in order to follow the motion. As mentioned earlier, the roll axis height is adjusted 
through a pneumatic system which actuates the two pneumatic pistons, one on each side. The 
pneumatic system helps also to apply the desired vertical load on the tire. The assembly is formed of 
three tubes fixed by five horizontal plates where each plate holds diverse components defining a level 
(Figure 58). 
 
Figure 58: Column assembly 
4.1.1 Horizontal plate 
There are ten horizontal plates on the machine, each accommodates various parts at different position 
implying the need of particular fixations at every level (Figure 58). These requirements resulted in a 
distinctive design for each level which increases the piece machining costs and the chance of 
confusion. The plates presented a cut at each extremity (green plate in Figure 59) used to clamp the 
plate on the tube in order to maintain each level at the appropriate height. This method appeared 
unsafe due to the components weight and the machine vibrations that could overcome the friction 
force and move the plates. 
Level 2 
Level 1 
Level 3 
Level 4 
Level 5 
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Figure 59: Horizontal Plate designs 
For the cited reasons, the design was improved and made unique (blue plate in Figure 59). The plate 
is made of steel with a thickness of twenty millimeters. It involves all the possible holes configurations 
for the fixation of the various components. The holes were executed by using plasma cutting 
technology precision. The technicians at our department’s laboratory (Figure 60) performed the final 
adjustments on the necessary holes for each level. 
 
Figure 60: Holes adjustments 
The First level serves as the base for the column’s assembly. The two base were carefully positioned 
on the ground according to the measures in the CAD design. The fixation is made using nine threaded 
bars, of M14, implanted 150 millimeters deep in the ground. The depth was filled by a special fixing 
resin for such applications. The resin is left twenty-four hours to dry completely, then the plate is 
inserted and fixed with nuts (Figure 61). 
The horizontal level of the base was corrected with three adjustable screw due to ground’s 
imperfection. The two long threaded bars in the middle serve to keep the second level firm, with nuts, 
in case of vibrations. 
 
Figure 61: Base plate fixed on the ground 
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Once the base was fixed on the ground, the three tubes were positioned vertically and then welded 
(Figure 62). Heat is the major concern, during welding, since it can cause an excessive distortion of the 
tubes which is an issue for the vertical sliding on the columns. The problem was minimized by 
performing small welding intervals distributed on the three tubes instead of welding each tube 
continuously. It reduced the rise in temperature therefore minimizing the distortion. A steady sliding 
check was performed during the welding.  
 
Figure 62: Welding 
The height of the second level is maintained in position by three hollows tubes inserted between the 
first and second plate. The distance shall be equal on the three tubes to insure a vertical position of 
the pneumatic piston. The welding was made on the top of the base therefore the surface was not 
horizontal. This issue was resolved by machining a welding cover (Figure 63). It is made of aluminum 
and has an internal diameter of 81 millimeters in order to be inserted in the tubes. The base diameter 
(105 millimeters) is larger than the welding surface in order to completely cover it. The second plate 
settles on the three hollows tubes and is fixed by two nuts to restrain the vertical movement in case 
of vibrations. 
 
Figure 63: Welding cover  
The pneumatic piston holds the third level (Figure 58) with a support fixed by four M8 screws. 
Actuating the piston causes the vertical translation of the third and fourth levels. These two plates 
accommodate bushings (¶ 4.1.3) to insure a smooth sliding on the tubes. In between are mounted the 
speed reducer and the vertical plates (¶ 4.1.2) which hold the roll shafts.  
The fifth plate at the extremity keeps the tubes vertical and firm therefore preventing any bending. 
The height does not need precision, it just requires to be horizontal. The plate is fixed by screws 
passing through, until contact with the tubes surface. The friction force is enough to maintain it in 
position since the plates do not hold any component. 
However, the other column was preassembled and then welded on a bench (Figure 64). The 
components mounted reduced the tubes bending during welding which resulted in a better sliding. In 
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addition, the welding was faster and it was made on the bottom of the base (Figure 65) therefore 
avoiding the use of welding covers (Figure 63). 
 
Figure 64: Column welding on bench 
 
Figure 65: Welding on the bottom of the base 
4.1.2 Vertical Plate 
The three vertical plates are located between the third and fourth level (Figure 58) of the column’s 
assembly, one on the speed reducer side and the other two on the opposite column. Each vertical 
plate hosts a bearing holding the roll shaft. The two roll shafts must be aligned in order to form the 
roll axis of the machine. The initial design was not identical (green design in Figure 66) causing as well 
the same inconvenient in term of machining time and cost. The design was simplified and made unique 
for all the plates (Blue design in Figure 66) using the same concept of the horizontal plates. The pieces 
are made of aluminum and were machined outside our department. 
  
Figure 66: Vertical Plate designs 
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4.1.3 Bushing 
The bushings allow the vertical sliding of the third and fourth level on the tubes. It is made of aluminum 
with an inner diameter (of 80 millimeters) equal to the tube diameter, and an outer diameter of 90 
millimeters. It presents three equidistant holes (Figure 67) in order to be fixed on the horizontal plate 
with M8 screws. On each plate are mounted three bushings which makes a total of twelve. 
 
Figure 67: Bushing 
The pieces were machined with high precision which created some difficulties in the vertical sliding 
due to the presence of some distortion in the tubes after welding. The vertical movement intends to 
adjust the roll axis height and the vertical load therefore it requires a smooth sliding without stick slip. 
For this reason the inner diameter was augmented of one millimeter to increase the play between the 
tube and the bushing.  
In addition, two sockets were machined in order to fit the guide rings (shown in Figure 68). These rings 
are manufactured from reinforced acetal resin, a material that is characterized by low coefficient of 
friction (between 0.05 and 0.1 on steel when lubricated), high mechanical strength and resistance to 
heavy radial loads. The lubricant used is Silicone grease which protects the guide rings from wear and 
insure a smooth sliding. Finally the tubes were covered, using flexible air ducts, for protection from 
dust. 
 
Figure 68: Bushing modification 
4.1.4 Speed reducer 
The speed reducer associates the step motor with the roll shaft of the machine. Its function is to 
reduce the motor’s speed therefore increasing the torque until the desired amount. It is located 
between the third and fourth horizontal plate of the left column assembly. The speed reducer was 
purchased from the manufacturer “Bonfiglioli” (Figure 69). 
The speed reducer must rotate a total weight of 180 Kg considering the roll arm, slip arm and wheel 
assembly. The worst case is at a maximum roll of 50 degrees. Using CATIA V5, the arm length between 
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the gravity center and the roll shaft was estimated at 0.56 m. Therefore the maximum required torque 
to move the arm is calculated by the following equation. 
TRoll = 9.81 × Weight × Arm = 9.81 × 180 × 0.56 = 990 N. m                                                                    (4-1) 
 
Figure 69: Speed reducer from Bonfiglioli for roll motion 
Table 8 shows the characteristics of the chosen speed reducer. 
Model W 110 1/56 + VF 49 7 
Gear ratio 392 
Efficiency 40 % 
Output torque 780 N.m 
Recommended Input speed 1400 rpm 
Recommended input torque 5 N.m 
Table 8: Speed reducer characteristics for roll motion 
The equation below shows the relation between the input and output torque of the speed reducer. 
Toutput
Tinput
⁄ = Gear ratio × efficiency                                                                                                                     (4-2) 
The above calculations leads to a step motor with an approximate torque of 6.3 Nm (including the 
safety factor). The recommended input torque is 5 Nm for the safety of the speed reducer. Since the 
machine will be running for very short period of time and the calculated torque is for the worst case 
scenario therefore there is no risk on the speed reducer. In addition the speed reducer was already 
purchased and had an input diameter (where the step motor shaft enters) of 14 millimeters. Therefore 
the purchased step motor was the “SM 2863-5155” from “R.T.A” which can deliver approximately 5.5 
Nm at 1400 rpm. At 600 rpm the step motor can deliver 6.5 Nm. Appendix B provides the detailed 
specifications of such motor.  
The maximum speed input recommended is 1400 rpm, this is not a problem since the rotation speed 
of the step motor can be controlled through its proper driver. In addition, the high torque of a step 
motor happens at low rpm speed. The default factory set of the drivers makes the step motors rotates 
at 800 step/tour which corresponds to 2.22 step/°. Therefore the correction factor to introduce in the 
Labview software is equal to the product of the gear ratio with the number of step per degree: 
 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 × 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒⁄ = 392 × 2.22 = 871.11  (4-3) 
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4.1.5 Piston’s Mounting Plate 
It associates the pneumatic piston with the bottom of the third level plate (Figure 58). The piston has 
a threaded head which is directly screwed on the center of the mounting plate. The other side is fixed 
to the third horizontal plate by four M8 screws (Figure 70). The design was really simple therefore the 
two pieces were machined in our laboratory. 
 
Figure 70: Piston's mounting plate 
4.1.6 Pneumatic system 
The tire’s carcass has circular shape therefore the toroid center (¶ 3.1.2) is assumed to be the 
theoretical roll center of a given tire. When the toroid center is not aligned with the machine’s roll 
axis, it will migrate during roll motion. Figure 71 show the toroid center’s migration for a roll axis 
bellow (green) and above (red) it. Such migration affects the measurements since the contact patch, 
as well, follow the toroid center’s migration therefore increasing, or decreasing, the contact with the 
ground. 
 
Figure 71: Toroid center migration in function of the roll axis height 
Therefore the primary function of the pneumatic system is adjusting the roll axis height depending on 
the tire’s toroid radius starting from 18 millimeters, for a bicycle or wheel chair tire [24], until 128 
millimeters for Harley Davidson tires.  
Each pneumatic piston must lift half the weight of the structure between the two roll shaft (roll arm + 
slip arm + wheel assembly) which is approximately 100 Kg in addition to the components above the 
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piston (2 horizontal plates + 6 bushings + vertical plate + speed reducer + roll shaft) that is around 70 
Kg. Therefore each pneumatic piston must be able to lift 170 Kg. Based on the piston’s catalogue in 
Appendix C, the choice was a piston with a diameter of 63 mm that is capable of lifting 181 Kg.  
The pneumatic displacement (ΔPneumatic) is calculated, in millimeters, by the following formula. 
ΔPneumatic = tr − 20                                                                                               (4-4) 
The formula comes from the fact that the minimum roll axis height, for the full piston’s compression, 
is equal to twenty millimeters. 
The other desired function from the pneumatic system is to regulate the vertical load on the tire. The 
air pressure counteract the weight of the structure until reaching the desired load. Figure 72 illustrates 
the detailed pneumatic circuit designed with the cooperation of the supplier “PANAR Automation” 
(Appendix D) using the appropriate pneumatic symbols (Table 9). 
The maximum vertical load tested, in our laboratory is 200 kilograms which is less than the weight of 
the structure applied at the tire. In case of higher vertical loads, the pneumatic system can be modified 
by incorporating the additional circuit (dashed circuit in Figure 72) therefore the air pressure assists 
the weight of the structure in order to reach higher vertical load. 
 
Reservoir 
 
Filter 
 
Solenoid valve 5/2 
 
Pressure regulator with vent hole adjustment 
 
Manometer 
 
Quick exaust valve 
 
Speed controller 
 
Silencer 
 
Pilot operated check valve 
        
Pneumatic piston 
 
Push button 
Table 9: Pneumatic symbols  
14
4 2
315
12
57 
  
14
4 2
315
12
Main line 
9 bar 
Figure 72: Pneumatic circuit 
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 The pneumatic system was assembled in the laboratory (Figure 73) as well as the appropriate 
electrical box (Figure 74) for the system’s operation. 
 
Figure 73: Portion of the pneumatic system 
4.1.7 Electric system 
 
Figure 74: Electric box to operate the pneumatic system 
The electric box is composed of three switches. The red switch turns on the power supply, the 
“Pressure release” switch opens the pilot check valves, and the “Electrovalve” switch opens the port 
2 of the electrovalve in order to activate the pneumatic pistons. Therefore pressing on the “Pressure 
release” button will open the pilot valve and the structure will go down due to its proper weight.  
1 
1 
Pressure 
regulator 
2 Manometer 
3 
Quick exhaust 
valve 
4 Speed controller 
5 Muffler 
6 
Operated check 
valve 
7 
Pneumatic 
piston 
 
2 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
1 
2 
1 
Metallic box: Contains 
the electro valve & 
pneumatic actuator for 
the pilot check valve. 
2 
Electric box: Contains NI 
PS-15 which is a 24 Volt 
power supply from 
National instruments. 
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In order to increase the height, the user must press simultaneously the “Pressure release” and 
“Electrovalve” buttons. Figure 75 illustrate a detailed scheme of the electric circuit inside the electric 
box while Table 10: Electrical symbols define the electrical symbol used. 
 
Figure 75: Electric circuit 
 
Rectifier inside the Ni ps-15 power supply 
 
Alternative power supply 
 Electric switch 
 
Solenoid operated valve  
(to control the shut off valves) 
 
SPDT Relay 
 
5/2 way Solenoid valve 
Table 10: Electrical symbols  
14
4 2
315
12
14
4 2
315
12
24V 
220VAC 
Pressure release 
switch  Electrovalve 
switch  
Red On/Off 
switch  
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4.2 Roll arm assembly 
It has an angular shape and it is fixed from both extremities to the roll shafts (Appendix A) by using 
two universal joints (Figure 76). The structure is responsible of performing the roll motion which can 
reach ±50°. The arm is made of steel sheets that were cut and welded according to the specific design. 
 
Figure 76: Roll arm assembly 
At its center (Figure 77), is inserted a splined shaft to hold the slip arm assembly (¶ 4.3). The shaft’s 
rotation is made possible through two bearings mounted on the top and bottom of the central part of 
the roll arm. The bearing is held inside a bearing plate (¶ 4.2.1) that is fixed by eight M8 screws. A 
bearing cover (¶ 4.2.1) is added on the other side of the bearing to protect it from dust and maintain 
the grease inside. 
 
Figure 77: Cross section of the roll arm. 
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4.2.1 Bearing plate and cover 
The bearing plate is mounted on the arm by eight M8 screws. The bearing is inserted inside where it 
sits on the shoulder of the plate (Figure 78). The other side of the bearing is supported by the shoulder 
made on the splined shaft therefore it always remains in position. 
The bearing cover is a three millimeters disk (Figure 78) which covers the bearing from the other side. 
It acts as a protection from dust and also keep the bearing’s grease inside. The assembly requires a 
total of two for each piece which are made in aluminum and were machined outside the department. 
 
Figure 78: Cross section of bearing assembly 
4.2.2 Universal Joint 
The joints (Appendix A) connect the roll arm with the two roll shafts located on the columns (Figure 
76). The joints are required to have zero play in order to reach an accurate roll angle. The primary joint 
designed presented a complex shape with two unsymmetrical parts (Figure 79 - first design) which 
increases dramatically the machining time and cost. In addition, the joint’s core was composed of four 
pieces that might result in some play and less rigidity. 
The first design solution (Figure 79 - second image) intended to simplify the joint while keeping the 
same previous concept. An identical bracket (light blue piece) was designed with respect to the desired 
clearance. Each joint requires four brackets which are mounted on two rectangular plates (blue 
plates). The core is a simple cross made of one piece in order to reach maximum rigidity and zero play. 
The core might present a high machining cost but it remains a very good compromise for the joint in 
term of rigidity and total cost. The main objective of the second solution (Figure 79 – third image) was 
to reduce the cost by replacing the brackets with standard brackets from SKF. The core is formed by 
assembling to cylinders together forming a cross. 
The third solution (Figure 79 - fourth image) achieves the best result, which consist of using a standard 
cardan joint. One fork is fixed on the roll shaft by mean of two steel pins positioned perpendicularly 
while the other is welded on steel plate that is fixed on the roll arm extremity by mean of six M8 
screws. This solution is more expensive but it provides the best compromise in term of rigidity and 
time. 
    
Figure 79: Joint design solutions 
Bearing plate 
Bearing cover 
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4.3 Slip arm assembly 
The slip arm assembly (Appendix A) is responsible of the slip motion (±10°). It is held by the splined 
shaft which is inserted at the center of the roll arm (Figure 80). The shaft is supported by two bearings 
(Figure 77) which allow the rotation around its axis therefore creating the slip motion. In addition, the 
slip arm must translate vertically in order to adjust the wheel center height depending on the tire 
rolling radius. 
 
Figure 80: Slip arm assembly 
4.3.1 Shaft 
The splined shaft with its corresponding sleeves (Appendix A), was the only suitable solution for our 
specific application since the mechanism must rotate and translate. The shaft had a standard diameter 
of 44 millimeters therefore the two extremities were reduced until 40 millimeters to fit in the bearings. 
The splined sleeve (green pieces in Figure 81) was inserted, by press method, inside a housing (Figure 
83) which is mounted on the slip arm to serve as a bushing. Two sleeves were used for bushings while 
the third sleeve was welded on a small rectangular plate (gray plate in Figure 81) and fixed on the 
shaft, in order to hold the linear actuator. 
 
Figure 81: Shaft assembly 
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4.3.2 Speed reducer 
For the same reason mentioned above (¶ 4.1.4) the step motor is associated to the slip shaft by mean 
of a speed reducer in order to reduce the motor’s speed therefore increasing the torque until the 
desired amount. The speed reducer is located on the top of the splined shaft, joining it to the step 
motor. Since the slip test requires an increment of 0.5 degrees, it was crucial to carefully choose a 
speed reducer with the minimum backlash (which represents the play) possible in order to achieve 
accurate measurements. The only option was the planetary gear unit which is very expensive. The 
right compromise between precision and cost was found within the “LC” category from the 
manufacturer “Bonfiglioli” (Figure 82). 
 
Figure 82: Planetary gear unit from “Bonfiglioli” for slip motion. 
The planetary gear unit must rotate a total weight of 70 Kg considering the complete slip arm assembly 
and wheel assembly. The worst case is at a maximum roll of 50 degrees and a maximum slip of 20 
degrees. It is important to mention that we never reach a 20 degree slip during the test but in order 
to choose the proper speed reducer we have to take into account the worst case which represents the 
machine’s limits which can reach 20 degree of slip.  Therefore the maximum force is as follows. 
FSlip = 9.81 × Weight × sin(50°) = 9.81 × 70 × sin(50°) ≈ 526 N                                                                    (4-5) 
Using CATIA V5, the arm length between the gravity center and the slip shaft was estimated at 0.28 
m. Once again the longest arm will be at a 20 degree of slip angle. 
ArmSlip = 0.28 × sin(20°) = 0.096 m                                                                                                                              (4-6) 
Therefore the maximum required torque to move the arm is calculated by the following equation. 
TSlip = FSlip × ArmSlip × Safety factor = 526 × 0.096 × 2 = 100 Nm                                                        (4-7) 
Table 11 shows the characteristics of the chosen speed reducer. 
Model LC 120 2 50 
Gear ratio 50 
Gear Stage (maximum 3 stage) 2 
Maximum Output torque 120 N.m 
Table 11: Characteristics of the planetary gear unit for slip motion 
Step motor 
Planetary gear 
Support Rigid coupling 
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As indicated in Figure 82, the output shaft of the planetary gear is coupled with the splined shaft by 
mean of a simple rigid coupling after reducing the diameter of the splined shaft until 32 millimeters 
(equal to the output shaft’s diameter of the planetary gear. The support in Figure 82 allows the fixation 
of the planetary gear unit on the top of the tire machine. The machined pockets on the support offer 
the possibility to reach the rigid coupling with the appropriate tool in order to tight it well. Finally the 
step motor’s shaft is inserted in the back of the planetary gear unit. Based on the above calculations, 
the purchased step motor was the “SM 2861-5155” from “R.T.A” which delivers a torque greater than 
2 Nm until 2100 rpm. Appendix B provides the detailed specifications of such motor. 
Applying the same reasoning and calculation of paragraph 4.1.4 we can deduce a correction factor of 
111.11 for the slip motion in the Labview software. 
4.3.3 Sleeve’s housing 
The housing (purple piece in Figure 83) is fixed on the slip arm using eight M8 screws. It is made of 
aluminum with an inner diameter slightly smaller than the outer diameter of the sleeves therefore the 
two pieces are joined by press method. 
 
Figure 83: Cross section of sleeve assembly 
4.3.4 Vertical motion 
The vertical motion is necessary to adjust the wheel center depending on the tire size (3.1.1). The 
minimum height of the wheel center is 198 mm at a total compression of the pneumatic piston and 
linear actuator. The linear actuator displacement (ΔActuator) calculated in millimeters, is expressed, 
by the following formula, in function of the pneumatic displacement (ΔPneumatic) and the tire rolling 
radius (rr). 
ΔActuator = rr − (198 + ΔPneumatic)                                                                                             (4-8) 
The pneumatic system cannot apply accurately the desired vertical load due to the compressibility of 
air, therefore the vertical motion allows the adjustment with precision. 
In the original design, the vertical adjustment was performed manually by a handle bar (Figure 84) 
mounted on the top of a recirculating screw. The idea was replaced by a linear actuator (light blue 
piece in Figure 81) allowing a precise and full automated vertical motion. The Desired actuator for 
such application needs to carry an approximate weight of 1000 Newton at a low linear speed in order 
to adjust the height with precision.  
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Therefore the purchased actuator was the LMR 01 from “Linearmech”. Such actuator can carry a 
maximum weight of 1300 Newton, which is more than necessary, at a low linear speed of 8 mm/s. It 
has a stroke of 100 mm and it is equipped with to safety switch on both extremities in order to stop 
the actuator when it reaches the limit. The chosen electric motors was a 24 VDC. For budget reason, 
the actuator will be directly controlled by a physical switch instead of controlling it by mean of the 
computer. The main advantage of such actuator relies in its compact size (190 mm when fully 
retracted) which is important for our application due to the lack of space. The details of the actuator 
can be found in Appendix B. 
 
Figure 84: Handle bar for height adjustment 
4.3.5 Slip motion 
The original design suggested the use of a linear actuator in order to perform the slip motion. The 
linear actuator was mounted on to brackets joining together the roll and slip arm (Figure 85 – Solution 
1). The other low cost solution was to build the linear actuator using a step motor and recirculating 
screw (Figure 85 – Solution 2). 
The vertical travel of the slip arm can reach 100 millimeters which causes a big inclination angle for 
the linear actuator. This problem can be resolved using ball-joints to allow such inclination but it 
requires a constant calibration of the linear actuator depending on the inclination angle. For all the 
above reasons, the design was replaced by implementing a coaxial speed reducer, with the 
appropriate step motor, directly on the splined shaft (Figure 85 – Solution 3). 
         
Figure 85: Slip motion solutions 
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 
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4.4 Wheel assembly 
The wheel assembly (Appendix A) connects the tire to the slip arm (Figure 86). The primary function 
is measuring the forces and moments at the wheel through the load cell (¶ 4.7.1). The wheel hub must 
allow the free rotation of the tire with minimum friction in order to measure realistic rolling resistance. 
A braking system can be incorporated, as well, to allow braking test conditions. Finally the wheel 
assembly must allow the lateral adjustment of the wheel position on the rotating disk. 
 
Figure 86: Wheel assembly 
4.4.1 Lateral adjustment 
The tire and its corresponding rim are directly mounted on the wheel assembly of the machine. Since 
the width of the rim varies between tires, it will influence the lateral position of the toroid center. A 
lateral displacement between the roll axis and the toroid center will induce a migration of the toroid 
center (similar to the previous description in ¶ 4.1.6) creating a tire displacement (Figure 87). 
Therefore it is important to keep the toroid center on the roll axis. The required lateral displacement 
(𝛥𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙) is calculated, in millimeters, in function of the rim’s width (𝑟𝑤). 
ΔLateral = 91.2 −
1
2
× rw                                                                                              (4-9) 
 
Figure 87: Toroid center migration in function of roll axis lateral position 
Toroid center 
Roll axis 
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Figure 88 illustrates the mechanism used for lateral adjustment. It is composed of two cylinders joined 
by a spacer. The front cylinder holds the load cell by mean of six M10 screws and its length (70 
millimeters) defines the maximum lateral displacement. A threaded bar is fixed on the rear cylinder 
by two snap rings (also called seeger) in order to translate the assembly. The other end of the threaded 
bar is equipped with a knob for rotation. The rear cover is fixed on the slip arm and holds, at its center, 
a threaded rod coupler in order to convert the rotation into translation. The design of the mechanism 
was based on the available materials in our department in order to save some cost. 
 
Figure 88: Lateral adjustment mechanism (Cross section of wheel assembly). 
4.4.2 Wheel hub 
The wheel hub is mounted on the load cell and must allow the free rotation of the tire with minimum 
rolling resistance. Therefore two tapered roller bearings are mounted inside the hub (Figure 89). The 
main advantage of such bearings is the ability to support a variety of directional load such axial force 
(𝐹𝑦) and radial forces (𝐹𝑥 and 𝐹𝑧). The rim is fixed on a disk (Figure 89 – purple disk) which is then 
attached to the hub. 
 
Figure 89: Wheel hub 
The wheel hub design was fixed and the components were already machined therefore the remained 
work was the assembling. The contact surface between the hub and the fixing plate on the load cell 
(Figure 89 – light blue plate) created a high friction which affects the rolling resistance measurements. 
The problem was resolved by machining an appropriate washer (2.1 millimeters thick) that was 
Reference 
𝜟𝑳𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒍 
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inserted between the fixing plate and the bearing. The washer is in contact with the inner race of the 
bearing therefore allowing the hub to rotate freely without touching the fixing plate. 
The hub can incorporate a brake disk therefore the clearances were checked by preforming some roll 
simulations. At 55°, the load cell touches the rotating disk and the braking disk clearance is very small. 
This condition gets worse for smaller tires. The decision made was to use the actual hub without the 
brake disk for first tests in order to evaluate all possible problems and improve the design in the future. 
4.5  Software development  
4.5.1 Motion control 
Both tire machines are intended for the same application and type of tests therefore the control 
section of the software remained intact. It uses the first two axes of the motion controller for 
operating the “Mototiremeter” and the last two axes for the new machine. 
The front panel layout was preserved to remain familiar for the user. The safety switch for activating 
the slip or roll panel are still present as well as the test mode switch (with or without increment). The 
motion inputs are same as before where the user enters the maximum angle, the increment angle and 
the time delay. 
When the user enters the desired slip (or roll) angle in degrees, it needs to be multiplied by the proper 
correction factor in order to send the right command to the motion controller. The correction factors 
calculations, for slip and roll, are based on the number of steps per one rotation and the gear ratio of 
the speed reducer. Such calculations can be found in paragraph 4.1.4 and 4.3.2. 
In the future, it is possible to add a push button on the control panel in order to actuate the linear 
actuator or even make the actuation automatic by inserting in the code the equation for calculating 
the required vertical displacement. Therefore the user enters the rolling radius value of the tested tire 
and the code calculates the corresponding vertical displacement.  
Such solution requires an analog output module from national instruments, similar to the NI-9265 but 
with higher amperage, which is mounted on the NI-cDAQ chassis. Due to our low budget and the 
expensive price of this module, the priority was given to finish building the machine and therefore this 
solution was left as a future improvement. 
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Figure 90: Control section of the new software. 
 
4.5.2 DAQ (data acquisition) 
The major portion of the DAQ section remained similar where the “Reset load cell” and “Save data” 
switches are still present (Figure 91) as well as the monitoring graphs. The program still asks the user 
to input the toroid radius, rolling radius and the 𝑀𝑦 load cell height. In case of the new tire testing 
machine, the vertical load is no longer an input, it is directly measured by the load cell. 
 
Figure 91: DAQ section – Similar part.  
The “Mototiremeter” machine is equipped with three load cells measuring the lateral force 𝐹𝑦, self-
aligning torque 𝑀𝑧 and rolling resistance 𝑀𝑦. However the new tire machine has a load cell capable 
of measuring all the tire components (𝐹𝑥, 𝐹𝑦, 𝐹𝑧, 𝑀𝑥, 𝑀𝑦 and 𝑀𝑧) therefore additional graphs were 
inserted for full measurements monitoring and some columns were added in the output file to record 
extra data. In addition, the new load cell requires some codes, for reset and calibration, which were 
implemented in the DAQ front panel (Figure 92). 
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Figure 92: DAQ section – Additional part. 
4.6 The control system 
The control system represents the network associating the input motion, from the user, to the 
corresponding movement of the machine. Figure 93 shows a portion of the motion control system for 
the new tire machine. The two pieces in red are the drivers which are basically the brain of the step 
motors. The two orange cables are shielded cables and they connect the driver to the step motor. 
Due to low budget problems, it was not possible to buy a new motion controller therefore the old PCI 
motion controller was used for the control of the new machine. The two arrows in Figure 93 represents 
the commands sent to the drivers from the NI UMI 7764. Since the PCI motion controller and the NI 
UMI 7764 possess four axis where only two of the them were used to control the “Mototiremeter”, it 
was therefore possible to use the two remaining free axis and thereby combine the motion control of 
both machines (Figure 95). 
4.6.1 Workstation 
It is simply the desktop computer (Figure 13) used by the user to operate the machine by mean of a 
Labview code (¶ 4.5). The Labview software provides a user friendly interface which allows the user 
to insert the desired inputs like the desired slip (or roll) angle in degrees, as well as the type of test 
(with or without increment). The slip (or roll) angle are then multiplied with the corresponding 
correction factors (¶ 4.1.4 & 4.3.2) in order to convert the input to the proper equivalence in steps. 
Then, the information is sent to the NI-PCI 7334 motion controller. 
4.6.2 NI-PCI 7334 (Motion Controller) 
NI 7330 series devices are low-cost stepper motion controllers for point-to-point applications. These 
low-cost motion controllers provide new solutions for machine builders who need simple, straight 
forward motion control without a lot of extra features. Unlike other low-cost motion controllers, NI 
7330 controllers still have a variety of powerful features including linear interpolation for coordinating 
multiple axes, real-time system integration for directly communicating with data acquisition or image 
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acquisition boards and high-performance stepper generation for ensuring smooth motion at high 
velocities.  
In other words, the PCI 7334 represents the brain of the control system. It is equipped with four axes 
therefore allowing four simultaneous motion, one motion per axis. The first and second axis are 
already reserved for the slip and roll motion of the “Mototiremeter” machine. Due to budget 
restriction it was not possible to replace the PCI motion controller with a PXI motion, therefore the 
third and fourth axis were used for the slip and roll motion of the new tire machine. 
4.6.3 NI-UMI 7764 (Universal Motion Interface) 
It is a standalone connectivity accessory designed to be used with National Instruments NI 7330 series 
motion controllers for up to four axes of simultaneous or independent control. Each machine will be 
using two of the axes. The UMI-7764 connects third-party stepper and servo drives to National 
Instruments motion controllers PCI-7334.  
To work correctly with the UMI-7764, drives must have industry standard interfaces. For stepper 
systems, the industry standard interface includes step and direction, or clockwise (CW) and counter-
clockwise (CCW), pulse inputs. For servo systems, the industry standard interface includes a ±10 V 
analog input. 
4.6.4 Step motor driver 
The driver connects the NI-UMI 7764 to the step motor. Every step motor has its own driver 
responsible of converting the motion input from the computer to the proper voltage signal for the 
step motors. The purchased drivers for the new machine control are the X-PLUS B4.1 from RTA. The 
advantage of such drivers is the simplicity of adapting it to our NI-UMI 7764 since it presents step and 
direction inputs. Another advantage is the direct plugging to a standard 230 V alternative current. 
More details about the drivers are available in Appendix B. The detailed connections between the 
driver and the NI UMI 7764 are illustrated in Figure 94. 
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Figure 93: Portion of the motion control system (Drivers). 
4.6.5 Step motor 
The step motor are the final components of the control system. Every machine is equipped with two 
step motors, one for slip and the other for roll motion. Figure 94 illustrates the step motor electrical 
connections to the driver. The details about the step motors calculations are available in the previous 
sections (¶ 4.1.4 and ¶ 4.3.2) and their specifications are listed in Appendix B. 
ROLL 
commands 
from NI 
UMI-7764 
SLIP 
commands 
from NI 
UMI-7764 
SLIP ROLL 
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Figure 94: Electric connections between the step motor, the drive and the UMI-7764 
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Figure 95: Global motion control system 
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4.7  DAQ (Data Acquisition) system 
The data acquisition on both machine is similar, the difference remains only in the number of 
measured data since the new load cell measures, in addition, the vertical load, the longitudinal force 
and the overturning moment. The problem was solved by adding an extra NI-9237 on the chassis in 
order to increase the number of input channels and the software was adapted to the modifications.  
 
Figure 96: Portion of the data acquisition system (NI cDAQ-9178 and NI 9237). 
Figure 96 illustrates a portion of the data acquisition system where we can clearly identify the two 
modules NI 9237 mounted on the NI cDAQ-9178 chassis. Both modules, together, have a total of eight 
channels. The “Mototiremeter” requires three channels since we measure three components while 
the new machine requires six channels for the six measured components. Therefore by interchanging 
some cables, the DAQ system was made global (Figure 98) for both machines. The chassis was 
positioned under the rotating disk, so the load cell cable can reach the modules. In the future it is 
recommended to use a longer shielded cable in order to keep the chassis in a safer location protected 
from dust and other possible damaging factors. 
4.7.1 Load Cell 
It is the main reason behind developing a new tire machine. It was purchased from “SMART 
Mechanical”; a spinoff company born in May 2012 from the University of “Politecnico di Milano”. It is 
directly attached to wheel assembly (¶ 4.4) of the new tire machine. The load cell is capable of 
measuring the three force and three moments on the tire (Figure 97). A full detailed user manual of 
the load cell is available in Appendix E. 
From the 
load cell 
To the 
computer 
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Figure 97: Load cell axes 
4.7.2 NI-9237 module 
The NI-9237 simultaneous bridge module for use with NI Compact-DAQ and Compact-RIO contains all 
the signal conditioning required to power and measure up to four bridge-based sensors 
simultaneously. The four RJ50 jacks provide direct connectivity to most torque or load cells and offer 
custom cable solutions with minimal tools. The high sampling rate and bandwidth of the NI 9237 offer 
a high-quality, high-speed strain or load measurement system with zero inter-channel phase delay. 
With 60 VDC isolation and 1,000 Vrms transient isolation, the NI 9237 has high-common-mode noise 
rejection and increased safety for both the operator and test system.  The NI 9237 can perform 
offset/null as well as shunt calibration and remote sense, making the module the best choice for strain 
and bridge measurements. 
4.7.3 NI cDAQ-9178 
The NI cDAQ-9178 is an 8-slot NI Compact-DAQ USB chassis designed for small, portable, mixed-
measurement test systems. Combine the cDAQ-9178 with up to eight NI C Series I/O modules for a 
custom analog input, analog output, digital I/O, and counter/timer measurement system. The NI 9237 
modules are directly inserted on the chassis which itself is connected to the computer by an Ethernet 
cable. 
4.7.4 Workstation 
It is the same desktop computer (Figure 13) as before. The Labview DAQ code (¶ 4.5) presents a user 
friendly interface that allows direct monitoring of the measured forces and moments. The data are 
saved in a text file which is, later on, imported in a Matlab code for data processing (¶ 3.5).  
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Figure 98: Global DAQ system 
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4.8  Instructions 
4.8.1 Hardware 
The hardware instructions for the new tire machine are similar to section 2.5.1. The only difference is 
in the cable connections between the load cell and the NI-9237 modules. The load cell’s cable has six 
terminals, one for each measurement. Those terminals are connected to two NI-9237 modules 
following a specific order (Table 12). 
Cable number NI-9237 module Channel number 
Ponte 1 Module 2 CH 0 
Ponte 2 Module 2 CH 1 
Ponte 3 Module 2 CH 2 
Ponte 4 Module 2 CH 3 
Ponte 5 Module 1 CH 2 
Ponte 6 Module 1 CH 3 
Table 12: Load cell’s cable connections 
4.8.2 Software 
- Follow the previous steps (¶ 2.5.2) for the NI-MAX part 
- Launch Labview and open the latest version of the program (Figure 99) 
- From the calibration and zero rest panel (¶ 4.5) create the zero file which will be the zero 
reference of the load cell 
- The rest of the panel remained identical therefore follow the previous instructions (¶ 2.5.2) 
 
Figure 99: Path of the software for the new machine 
 
 
4.9 Machine setup 
- Measure the rolling and toroid radius of the tire (¶ 3.1) 
- Adjust the roll axis height (equal to toroid radius) with the pneumatic system (¶ 4.1.6) 
- Adjust the wheel center height (equal to rolling radius) with the linear actuator (¶ 4.3.4) 
- Mount the tire on the wheel hub (¶ 4.4.2) 
- Adjust the lateral position of the wheel to be at the center (¶ 4.4.1) 
- Monitor the measured vertical load in Labview (¶ 4.5.2) and apply the desired value using the 
pneumatic system. 
- If necessary adjust the vertical load, with precision, using the linear actuator (¶ 4.3.4) 
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4.10 Project management 
A project success strongly depends on the management aspect which deals with three main 
characteristics; specifications, budget and delay. Project management relies on finding the optimal 
compromise (Figure 100) based on the project priorities. For example achieving higher specifications 
(higher quality) in a shorter delay (fast result) implies an increase in cost. The opposite scenario is also 
valid where decreasing the budget and the delay implies reducing the specifications (less quality). 
 
Figure 100: Project management diagram 
The tire machine project suffered from a tremendous delay, a large number of misconceptions and a 
strict budget. In order to achieve a satisfactory result, a considerable part of the design was modified 
to improve the specifications. As mentioned previously, increasing the quality requires a compromise 
in budget and/or delay. On the other hand the delay is constrained by the doctorate duration which 
is divided as follows. 
 TProject completion =  TDesign + TConstruction + TTesting      
 (4-10) 
The construction time was hard to predict due to several factors. An extensive amount of time was 
spent to purchase materials due to the university’s bureaucracy. Also the associated technician was 
not fully available due to his involvement in other activities which restricted more the time factor. The 
problem was partially resolved by reducing the testing time and incorporating the design time, when 
it was possible, in parallel to the construction time. The remaining compromise was to increase the 
budget in order to improve the machine specifications and not sacrifice the product quality.  
Table 13 exposes the cost comparison between one of the proposed design (Figure 79 – third image) 
and the applied design (Figure 79 – fourth image) for the machine universal joints (¶ 4.2.2). As a matter 
of fact, the applied solution shows a higher cost (increment of approximately 27%) over the proposed 
solution. But on the other hand, such solution did demonstrate a huge amount of time saving and a 
more rigid joint. 
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 Proposed Solution Applied Solution 
Equipment SKF SYJ_30 KF SKF SYJ_55 KF 
Support 
plate 
Spider Spider Forks 
Support 
plate 
Quantity 4 4 4 2 2 4 2 
Price (in euro) 31 64 15 0 75 97.6 10 
Total (IVA Included) 124 256 60 0 150 390.4 20 
TOTAL  440 560.4 
% Price increment 27.36 
Table 13: Cost comparison between the design solutions for the machine joints 
Table 14 shows another example of cost comparison for the height adjustment mechanism of the slip 
arm (¶ 4.3.4). In this case the applied solution shows a price increment of 24% but the resulting 
benefits make it a very good compromise. The height adjustment is fully automatic instead of manual 
which increase the safety of the user and save time. The linear actuator have a high price since it 
comes with the proper module (from National Instruments) to control it from the PC by mean of 
Labview,  but of course it is possible to use a simple linear actuator that is directly actuated by a switch 
and therefore the price drops to 804 € which is lower than the proposed solution. In addition such 
solution offered the possibility of mounting a step motor on the top of the slip arm, therefore avoiding 
the use of a linear actuator for slip motion (see ¶ 4.3.5 for the advantages). 
 Proposed Solution Applied Solution 
Equipment 
Recirculati
ng screw 
Sleeves 
Steering 
wheel 
Splined 
shaft 
Sleeves 
Sleeves 
housing 
Linear 
actuator 
Quantity 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 
Price (€) 158.7 258.6 15.0 102.0 20.5 98.0 500.0 
Total (IVA Included) 193.6 630.9 18.3 124.4 75.0 239.1 610.0 
TOTAL (€) 842.8 1048.6 
% Price increment 24.41 
Table 14: Cost comparison between design solutions for the vertical adjustment mechanism of the slip arm 
Let us define the specification indicator (ηSpecification) and time indicator (ηTime) as follows. This 
definition implies that the higher the factor is, the better the situation. 
ηSpecification =
Specification
Cost
                       (4-11) 
ηTime =
Cost
Time
                                           (4-12) 
Figure 101 represents a radar chart which illustrates the evolution of the project characteristics from 
the initial status to the final status. The chart demonstrates an increase (approximately 28 %) in the 
budget from the initial to the final status. The intended budget comparison represents the cost 
difference between the primary designs and the applied solutions therefore the rest of the cost is 
excluded. The 28 % increase in the budget was the consequence of an increase (six times more) in 
specifications (better design, better equipment…) and a decrease in delay (2.6 times less). 
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Such compromise was found necessary in order to guaranty a good quality machine as well as 
respecting the deadline scheduled for project completion. 
 
Figure 101: Project management’s radar chart for initial and final status.  
Table 15 exposes the values for the specification (ηSpecification) and time (ηTime) indicators at the 
initial and final status of the project. Both indictors have higher values at the final status which justifies 
the increase in budget. Such compromise was necessary to insure the completion and success of the 
project. 
 Initial status Final Status 
ηSpecification 0.4 1.8 
ηTime 0.5 1.7 
Table 15: Project management indicators 
Table 16 gives a detailed idea of the machine’s cost while Appendix F encloses the necessary 
documents of the several purchases. The list shows only the purchased materials and/or the machined 
pieces at private firms. The rest of the pieces was machined at our laboratory, with zero cost, therefore 
it was excluded from the table.  
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Equipments Supplier Price in euro (IVA included) 
Roll and Slip arm OMERO 2684.00 
Pneumatic pistons and tanks Fratelli BONO 828.00 
Pneumatic system and valves PANAR 672.00 
Tubes for the columns SPIROL 598.00 
Horizontal plates G&B s.r.l 512.00 
Speed reducer Bonfiglioli MATRA 702.00 
Vertical plates Dipartimento di Fisica 512.40 
Bushings for horizontal plates Dipartimento di Fisica 512.40 
Forks for Cardan Joints CARDAN TEC  338.00 
Spider for cardan joints CATI 150.00 
Splined shaft with sleeves CATI 278.00 
Sleeve’s housing Toma s.a.s. di Brilli Massimiliano 239.00 
Bearing plate Toma s.a.s. di Brilli Massimiliano 220.00 
Planetary gear unit – Bonfiglioli CATI 916.00 
Steering wheel & screws CATI 20.00 
Various bearings CATI 335.50 
Load cell SMART Mechanical 6000.00 
Step motors & drivers R.T.A 1018.46 
Linear actuator CATI 284.00 
Speed reducer oil (SHEEL 4 Kg) CATI 77.00 
TOTAL in euro (IVA included) 16896.76 
Table 16: List of prices 
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4.11 Conclusion 
As mentioned previously, tire testing is a fundamental and necessary step to create a realistic tire 
model in order to have a better understanding of vehicle handling and stability. The extremely high 
price of a tire testing machine makes it impossible for our laboratory to purchase one. On the other 
hand, tire testing in private facilities is also expensive which will limit the amount of required tests and 
therefore limits our research.  
This major concern pushed our group (Motorcycle Dynamics research Group) to take the initiative of 
designing and building a tire testing machine that shares the accuracy of the available machine in the 
market but at a reduced cost. The first machine was the Mototiremeter which was built a long time 
ago. As described in Chapter 2, such machine was old and out of date therefore a complete update of 
the hardware and software was performed and the machine was used to test several tries for different 
manufacturer and also write some articles (Chapter 3). 
After gaining a good experience on the Mototiremeter, the research group decided to launch a new 
prototype (Chapter 4) that offers major advantages over the Mototiremeter. Table 16 summarizes the 
total cost of the machine which comes approximately to 17000 euro with taxes included. Such price 
is relatively negligible compared to the tire machines in the market therefore the primary objective 
was achieved. Such prototype breaks the barrier by offering a cheap and permanent alternative for 
tire testing. This helps our group to expand researches in the area of vehicle dynamics (specifically 
handling and stability for motorcycles) without major concerns about tire testing cost.  This prototype 
offers the possibility of measuring the longitudinal forces (acceleration and braking) as well as 
performing transient test which will allow us to exploit such area in research and publish some articles. 
Acquiring experience on the new tire machine will allow us to improve it more in the future and 
hopefully build a more advanced prototype using a continuous running flat belt instead of the rotating 
disk (Figure 5). The running flat belt system is much more expensive than the rotating disk but it offers 
many advantages such the compact size, the straight running therefore the absence of the turn force 
(Figure 41) and the possibility of testing at higher speeds without excessive vibrations. 
Another interesting point, for the next prototype, will be to design it with one column for height 
control instead of two. Such design idea have the advantage of saving space since the machine will be 
half the size, but the real advantage will be in the time saved to setup the machine accurately. Having 
two columns requires having them perfectly parallel in order to insure a smooth vertical motion which 
is really hard to obtain due the floor inclination and welding distortion… In addition having one column 
will avoid the problem of moving both sides together accurately which saves time and increase the 
testing precision. 
The use of the pneumatic system was justified by using the air’s compression as a spring-damper 
system for the wheel due the surface imperfection and the disk vibrations. It will be better to design 
the next prototype with a hydraulic system which offers more thrust force and precision than the air 
system. Such precision is needed in order to adjust the height depending on the toroid radius of the 
tire. A spring-damper can be incorporated on the slip arm to substitute the air spring damper system. 
Having a real spring- damper system will allow the possibility of tuning to have a better control of the 
motion damping in function of the disk speed and other factors as well. 
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It would be interesting to design a smarter solution for mounting the wheel on the hub of the machine 
in order to save time. Each rim has different dimension so it is important to design a solution that 
takes into account the majority of the standard rims. Implementing a dynamic system for tire pressure 
control is not necessary but can be advantageous.  
The two tire machines are controlled by mean of an old motion controller implemented in the 
computer. Such motion control is old and out of date. It will be important in the future to update the 
whole motion control system by using a more advanced motion controller like the PXI motion 
controller from National Instruments. Such motion controller can be directly plugged on a Compact-
Rio chassis, also from National Instruments, which allow an easier and better motion control. This 
system substitutes the need of desktop computer, it can be directly connected to a laptop by mean of 
a USB cable. 
 The data acquisition represents the most important part since it provides us with all the necessary 
measurements to analyze and better understand tire’s behavior. In order to make such process more 
beneficial, it can be interesting to add pressure sensor to have readings of the dynamic tire pressure 
variation, as well as infrared temperature sensor to have data of the tire temperature at the center of 
carcass and also on the sidewalls. As mentioned at the beginning, pressure and temperature are two 
important factors that influence the behavior of a tire.  
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Appendix A 
Column assembly 
 
Roll shaft & Cardan joint 
 
Horizontal plates 
Vertical plates 
Pneumatic piston 
Flexible air duct  
(Protection from dust) 
Roll shaft 
Bushings 
Aluminum tubes 
(For second level height) 
Roll shaft 
Fork fixed on the 
Roll Arm by mean 
of 6 M8 screws 
Fork fixed on the Roll shaft. 
The Roll shaft is 
inserted inside the 
fork. The fork is fixed on the roll 
shat by mean of two pins (12 
mm diameter) positioned 
perpendicularly. 
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Roll arm assembly 
 
 
Slip arm assembly 
 
 
  
Roll arm 
Bearing assembly 
Bearing plate 
Bearing Bearing cover 
Bottom view Top view 
Front view 
Back view 
Side view 
Screws to prevent the 
rotation of the sleeve 
inside the housing 
Splined 
sleeve 
Sleeve 
housing 
Splined shaft 
Slip arm 
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Wheel assembly 
 
Hub 
Load cell 
Lateral adjustment mechanism 
Rear cover with 
threaded rod coupler 
Steering wheel 
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